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ABSTRACT

Primary sensory neuroÌrs have been categorized according to modâlity

responsiveness, somal size, cytology, and cytochemistry. A major aim in the study of

primary afferents has been to determine relationships between dorsal root gangtia (DRG)

neuronal physiology, ânatomy and chemistry that underlie these classification schemes.

Histochemical, immunohistochemical and image analysis techniques were used in the

present investigation to determine the distribution and colocalizations of cytochrome

oxidase (CO), carbonic anhydrase (CA), parvalbumin (pV), calbindin D2gk (CâBp),

calcitonin gene-related p€ptide (CGRP), fluoride-resistarrt acid phosphatase (FRAp) and

48893-IR in rat lumbar dorsal ¡oot ganglia. 48893-IR refers to structures

immunoreactive [-IR] with an antibody #893 generated against rat liver gap junctions.

Quantitative histochernistry for co activity iÍ DRG neurons showed a full range of

co stainilg densities ir each size class with many more large type A cells intersely

stained than small type B cells. Immunohistochemistry for co gave similar staining

pattems. Most neurons displaying dense CO staining contained CA, pV and CaBp, The

majority of neurors containing PV and caBP were of the large A type , cells containing

co' cA' PV and caBP were rarely GGRP-IR. Thirty percent of all cGRp-IR ce[s

displayed FRAP, while 50% of FRAP-positive cells were cGRp-IR. A large percentage

(78%) of 48893-IR cells were CGRP-IR. Among small type B 48893-IR ganglion cells,

90% contained FRAP, while very few we¡e substance p- or somatostatin-IR. In the

dorsal hom of the spinal cord, 48893 labelled both individual fibers and rostrocaudally

otiented, mediolaterally flattened sheets of fibe¡ bundles. These observations suggest that

one subpopulation of DRG neurons contairs high levels of CO, CA, pV and CaBp while

a sepârate population contai¡s FRAP, CGRP and 48893-IR. This may have implications

fo¡ the combinations of substances contained within neurons mediating specific

modalities.



General lntroduction

The hypothesis of this thesis is that there is a definable conespondence between the

cytochemical profile displayed by subpopulations of primary sensory neurons and the

sensory modalities they transrnit. In certai¡ nuclei of the brain, it is well established that

specific neuronal markers or biochemical properties are reflective of the

neurotransmitters released by cells in which they are found, However, in primary afferent

neurons the relationship between cytochemistry and the neurotransmitters utilize.d by

these cells is not as clear. Neve¡theless, a large number of subst¿nces including many

p€ptides, amino acids, puriles or enzymes suggested to function as or represent ma¡kers

of putative sensory neurotransmitters have been localized in dorsal root ganglia (DRG).

In addition, many distinct subpopulations of DRG neurons have been demonstrâted using

c¡tochemical markers not thought to represent putative neurotransmitters. Therefore, a

major question that has arisen from the study of primary afferents is, do substances found

in particular subpopulations of sensory neurons reflect a processing o¡ transmission of

sensory information specific to only those cells? The results presented here address this

issue and contribute to our understanding of both the breadth and complexity of this

question. In order to present the scope of this issue and relevant aspects of the large body

of literature in this field this introduction will: 1) briefly outli¡e the many different

categorization schema used for primary serìsory neurons; 2) describe the information that

each category provides about DRG cells; 3) discuss how the results gathered from these

seemingly diverse studies relate to each other; and 4) provide some background on each

of the cytochemìcal markers that were employed in the present studies.

Anøtomy anil cytology of tlorsøl root gønglion neurons

Primaty seßory neurofrs, as conveyors of sersory information from peripherar tissues

to the cNS and as effectors of various neurogenic efferent responses, have a conceptually



simple organization. They consist of somata located outside the CNS in sensory ganglia,

peripheral axors ending in specialized receptor structures and central axors terminating

in the cNS. sensory ganglia are associated with both spinal and cranial sensory afferent

nerves although for the purposes of this Introduction discussion will be restricted to

spinal ganglia except where otherwise mentioned. within a single DRG in mammalian

species there may be tens of thousands of sensory neuron cell bodies ranging in size from

10 to 120 ¡rm in diameter. upon initial low power examination, a section of sensory

ganglia may appear as a relatively homogeneous structure corsisting largely of neuronal

somata and axonal bundles. closer inspection however, ¡eveals that all neurors are not

the same. The distribution of Nissl substance within sensory neuron cell bodies imparts a

light appearance to some cells and a dark appearance to others (30,235). This

intracellular organization is best visualized after the cells have been stained with

methylene blue or by metallic impregnation (l3s). At the beginrring of the century it was

noted that the light cells tended to be larger in size than the dark cells. From this

observation, two histological categories for sensory ganglia cell bodies were proposed;

large light type A and small dark type B cells (80,131,132). These two classes of DRG

neurons have been further subdivided based on the distribution and organization of

intracellular organelles as observed at the subcellular level (64,98,136,Lg0,220,224).

Although many different ultrastructuraily-based schema exist, most divide the DRG

population into six unique subtypes with the large type A cells divided into three groups

and the smaller type B cells divided i¡to three or four groups.

Electrophysiological propefties ønd modality responsiveness of sensory neurons

In addition to classification based on anatomical and ultrastructural attributes,

primary sensory neurons have also been categorized electrophysiologically according to

either the type of stimuli to which they are responsive or characteristics of their somatic

action potentials. As outli¡ed by willis and coggeshall (238) a variety of different



modalities are transmitted by sensory afferents including touch-pressure, flutter-

vibration, tickle, warmth, cold, pain, itch, position sense and kinesthesia. Examples of

specific functionally identified primary afferents include those transmitting sensory

information from: 1. muscle spindle primary endings (group Ia afferents); 2. Golgi

tendon orgars (group Ib afferents); 3. muscle spindle secondary endings (group tr

afferents); 4. tylotrich hair follicle receptors; 5. guard hair foliicle receptors; ó. pacinian

corpuscles; 7. K¡ause endings; 8. slowly adapting type I mechanoreceptors (possibly

Merkel cells); 9. slow adapting type tr mechanoreceptors (Ruffini endirgs); 10. down

hair fol[cle receptors; 11. c-fiber low-threshold mechanoreceptors; 12. cool receptors;

13. A-delta high+fueshold mechanoreceptors (HTÀd); 14. C-fiber HTM; 15. polymodal

nociceptors; 16. thermal/mechanical nociceptots; and 17. possibly chemonociceptors (30-

35,71,130,140,216,223,224,246). As is ciear from this list, there are many classes of

sensory neurons with distinct sensory modality responsiveness.

Electrophysiologically, primary se¡ìsory neurolìs are commonly categorized

according to either their peripheral or central axon conduction velocity. The peripheral

axon of rat A-alphaþeta neurons conducts between 30-100 m/s, A-delta neurons between

4-30 m/s and c-fibers less than 2.5 mls (79). Numerous electrophysiological studies have

also demonstrated that sensory neurorìs not only respond to particular stimuli (as

imparted by the specificity of thei¡ associated receptor), but they appear to respond with

a characteristic somatic action potential. various electrophysiologicai parameters such as

action potential rise time, action potential amplitude and duration, height of after-

potential and duration, repolarization inflexion and time-dependent rectification may

differ according to neuronal conduction velocity and/or the peripheral receptor

innervated (15,37,79,120,202,253). To genetalize, it appears that large myelinated fibers

have shorter action potentials than small myelinated or unmyelinated fîbers (except in rat

where a subpopulation of A-beta neurors also have longer action potentials). The

extended action potential duration is due to an i¡flexion on the repolarization phase



which is often attributed to a pronounced inward calcium current, DRG neurons as a

population have been categorized according to these electrophysiological characteristics

(253). F-neurons were described as large myelinated cells displaying a tetrodotoxin

(TTX) serrsitive sodium conductance; A-neurors were small unmyelinated cells with a

TTX resist¿nt sodium conductance and H-neurons were small myelilated and

unmyelinated cells with a TTX resistant action potential mediated by both sodium and

calcium. As mentioned above, it has become appafent that neurons responsive to

different modalities display different action potential characteristics, This zuggests that

the peripheral receptor may somehow specify or be coupled with enzyme regulation or

gene expression and thereby linked to either physical membrane composition or int¡irsic

properties goveming ion channel responsiveness (202,238).

Dorsal root gønglìa cytochemicøl markerc

Following the advent of a number of practicable histochemical and

immunohistochemical techniques, the distribution of a vast number of cytochemical or

morphological markers (compounds that can be visualized microscopically in a

subpopulation of DRG cells; Willis and Coggeshall [238]) has been examined in sensory

ganglia. For the sake of clarity, these markers will be divided i¡to three separate

categories: 1) structural markers and cell-surface glycoconjugates; 2) markers and

substances related to maintenance of cellular metabolic homeostasis; and 3) putative

neurotransmitters and related substances.

Structural nnrkers and cell-sutface glltcoco¡tjugates. Structural markers localized in

DRG cells include alphatubulin, actin and RT9? (a 200kd neurofilament protein subunit)

(23,t33,21'l), Of these markers, RT97 antibody is most commonly empioyed as it

selectively labels the large light type A DRG cells (5,133). Membrane associated non-

glycoconjugate markers that label subpopulations of DRG neurors include growth
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associated protein (cAP)-43 and GAP-24, and neural cell adhesion molecule (N-CAM)

(217,248). These particular markers are useful in developmental and regeneration studies

whete they may be used to recognize particular subpopulations of neurorls expressing

growth cones. cell surface and intracellular carbohydrate glycoconjugates are a rapidly

growing category of DRG neuronal markers (60-63,103,104,143). These compounds are

labelled by either monoclonal antibodies or specifïc labelled plant lectirs. To date more

than twenty different antibodies and lectirs have been employed as markers of a number

of different carbohydrateþrotein or carbohydraÇlipid residues (2,103,104,1 15, 169,2ll).

of interest are the specific subpopulations of DRG neurons labelled by many of the

lecti¡s or monoclonal antibodies. certain markers are localized orrly on small cells

(lactoseries), some only on large cells (globoseries and the GMl ganglioside-cholera

toxi-n receptor) and yet others on cells of mixe d sizes (69,207,21 1). The functional role of

these glycoconjugates is unclear although it has been suggested that they may be

important in development for cell-cell recognition, axon guidance or synapse formation.

Markers and substances related to naintenance oÍ cellular metabolic honrcostasis. Maíy

of these markers such as cytochrome oxidase (CO), carbonic anhydrase (CA),

parvalbumin (PV) and calbindin D28k (caBP) will be discussed in detail in latter

sections of the Introduction. other markers have also been used as indicators of

metabofic activity in DRG neurons. succinic dehydrogenase, an oxidative enzyme in the

cittic acid cycle, is resporsible for the conversion of succi¡ate to fumarate

(45,95,210,212,229,231). It is beüeved that the activiry of this enzyme, as indicated by

the density of its histochemical reaction product, is reflective of the metabolic activity

level of the neuron as a whole. Similarly, glycogen phosphorylase, which breaks down

glycogen to glucose- l-phosphate, has also been suggested to reflect the metabolic

requirements or electrical activity of DRG neurons. In rat, peripheral elect¡ical o¡

noxious (mechanical, chemical or thermal) physiological stimuli were found to increase

11



glycogen phosphorylase histochernical ¡eaction product density in a population of small

DRG cells (245). This may indicate upregulation of some aspect of cellular metabolism

after pedpheral axon or sensory receptor stimulation. Unfortunately, glycogen

phosphorylase histochemistry is only feasible in fresh unfixed tissue and therefore the

results obtained using this technique have not been combined or compared with the

distribution or density of other cytochemical ma¡kers which are visualized after tissue

fixation.

Putative neurotransnùtters and related enz)sntes, As mentioned earlier, a variety of

substances including neuropeptides, biogenic amines, purines and excitatory amino acids

have been implicated as putative primary afferent neurotransmitters, but none have been

fìrmly established as such. Although critical analysis of the data upon which these

substances are considered putative neurotrarsmitters is beyond the scope of this

discussion, a list of various compounds localized within DRG neurons demorstrates the

complexity of primary afferent neurotransmitter identification.

Most numerous in this list are the many different neuropeptides that have been

localized within DRG neurons. These include substance p (sp), somatostatin (soM),

galanin (GAL), enkephalin, endorphin, dynorphin, bombesin (BOIrf), oxytocin, arginine-

vasopressil, growth hormone releasing factor (GHRF) and corticotropin releasing factor

(CRF) which ate found in small type B cells

(25,70,76,87,88,106,110,125,17'7,2t8,219,225,236). Some (calcitonin gene-relared

peptide [CGRP], cholecystokinin [CCK], vasoactive intestinal polypeptide [VIp] and

histidine-isoleucine) however, are found in both small and medium/large cells

(7,107,170,230,233). The prevalence of each peptide among DRG neurons varies

substantially. GGRP, oxytocin and arginine-vasopressin are localized in almost 50% of

DRG neurons (107,110) while CRF, GHRF, cAL, BOM and VIp may be found in less

than 57o of the cells (70,106,107,218,219,233). The restricted localizarion and limited



occurfence of many of the DRG p€ptides, has led to considerable and ongoing analysis

and continuing quantificâtion of their complex distributions. Functionally, it is difficult

to ascribe a single role to the peptides contained in primary afferents. At their central

termìlation, it is suggested that many of the neuropeptides function as neurotrarsmitters

ot neuromodulators. As a generalization, it might be said that p€ptides, when applied

iontophoretically onto dorsal horn neurons, produce a slow, long depolarization and

excitation in contrast to the fast and short duration effects of, for example, excitatory

amino acids (52,68,238). In addition, many intrathecally applied neuropeptides produce

caudally directed scratchhg and biting, thought to be indicative of possible behavior-

related situations under which they are released endogenously (52). Neuropeptides are

also believed to have various actiors in the periphery where their release from afferent

terminals may regulate arterial smooth muscle tone, plasma extravasation, immune

responses, wound healing, gastrointestinal and urogenital contractility, cardiac activity,

gastric acid secretion and autonomic neuron excitation (91,96). The central and/or

peripheral effects of the plethora of different neurop€ptides have been interrsely studied

and the i¡formation thus gathered, together with their distribution in distinct

subpopulations of DRG neu¡orìs, suggesls that these substances do have neurotransmitter

or effecto¡ ¡oles in particular populatio¡s of sensory neurons.

A limited number of studies have reported the localization of substances which may

be indicative of sensory neuron cholinergic or catecholaminergic tra¡smission. Tyrosine

hydroxylase, a catecholamine synthesizing eîzyme, has been found in a small number of

cells in lumbar, sacral, nodose and petrosal ganglia (111,112,18g). The lack of dopamine

beta-hydroxylase in these same cells suggests that they may use dopamine as a possible

neurotransmitter. serotoni¡ has also been reported to be present in cells of nodose and

dorsal root ganglia but this finding remairs conroversial (59,74,109,137). The

localization of acetylcholinesterase in l\-lívo of DRG small cells suggests that some

cells may be cholinergic, although this is not supported by other work demonsÍating the

13



lack of choline acetyltransferase in these cells (i3,25). The existence of purinergic DRG

neutons has been proposed based on the demoßtrated effects of ATp and adenosine

agonists or antagonists following iontophoretic application onto dorsal hom cells and

i¡trathecal injection, respectively (55,72,1s6,207). Adenosine has also been shown to

elicit vasodilation in peripheral tissues, possibly mimicking the actions of endogenously

released adenosine from afferent neurors (185). It has been suggested that adenosine

deaminase and S'-nucleotidase (and possibly fluoride-resistant acid phosphatase [FRAp])

ate markers of purinergic neurons although this has yet to be definitively demonstrated

(52,t67,206).

In addition to the neuropeptides, the most commonly suggested primary afferent

neurotransmitter candidates are the excitatory amino acids (6g). Immunohistochemical

results have shown that up to 70vo of all DRG neurons display both glutamate- and

glutaminase-immunoreactivity (14,40,54). These cells are of small size, as are those

which preferentially accumuiate glutamine (220). However, primary affe¡ents fibers

originating from large type A cells may also utilize excitatory amino acids as transmitters

(14ó). Pharmacological and electrophysiological data support the probability of at least

some contribution of amino acids to primary affetent neurotransmission (6g).

C o existe nc e of cyto chemícal markers

when the number and prevalence of individual primary sensory neuron cytochemical

matkers is conside¡ed it appears likely that there may be complex coexistence

relationships between markers. calcitonin gene-related peptide, which is present in a

large percentage of DRG cells, is found to coexist with a number of other markers

iacluding SP, SOM, dynorphin, CCK, BOM, and GAL (33,76,10?). These other

matkets, however, are not necessarily colocalized with each other and therefore may

represent distinct subpopulations of the cGRP-containing neuronal population. In other

irstances, some markers are characterized by their lack of coexistence with othe¡



substances, as ir the case of SP, SOM and FRAP which are found in three largely

separate populations (50,89,165,189). Moreover, FRAP or SOM rarely coexisrs with any

neuropeptides. Exceptions, however, have been described. A small degree of coexistence

has been reported between FRAP and SP or SOM (50) and an extersive eoexistence was

found between SOM and adenosine deaminase (1ó7) and between FRAP and arginine-

vasopressin (AVP) and oxytocin (110) in rat DRG. The presence of AVP in sersory

neurons, however, is in doubt as a recent in situ hybndtzation study failed to detect AVP

mRNA in rat DRG (23). Although many markers are colocalized in small cells,

coexisting matkers in large DRG neurons are less common. For example, whereas CGRP

is colocalized with many different substances in small cells, this peptide in large cells

seldom coexists with common large cell markets such as GMl ganglioside and CA

(69,201). To date, orrly a relatively small number of the total possible colocalization

relationships have been described using a precise, quantitative approach. Examination of

the coexistence of substances found i¡ these cells is essential in order to develop a more

complete understanding of the distinct cytochemical identities of DRG neurons and to

eventually relate this to the modality responsiveness of those with particular

cytochemical profìles.

The coexistence relationships between matkers has been the focus of attention in

sensory neurofts for various reâsorìs, although the functional relevance of this may not be

immediately evident and consequently documentation of such relationships may seem

trivial or even futile. However, if a relationship between cytochemistry and sersory

modality transmission exists, then before this can be estabtshed, quantitative

determhation of cytochemical colocalization relatiorships is required for two reasons.

First, in the absence of bona fide markers for individual modalities or submodalities, it is

necessary to determine if currently known ma¡kers couid be used to reveal such

relationships. Second, any modality/c¡ochemistry relationship will most likely be

represented by combinations of neuropeptides or enzymes rather than individual markers.



Relationships bet$,een sensory neuron cløssificatíon schemes

As mentioned above, individual sersory neufotu; can be categorized according to

morphological, ultrastructural, cytochemical and electrophysiological criteria. However,

it is not entirely clear how neurons classifîed according to one scheme correspond to

those classified accordilg to the others. Initial studies indicated that there may be a

correlation between the ultrastructural characteristics and either modality or

cytochemistry of sensory neurons. In mouse it was demonstrated that ultrastructural

subclasses of A-beta and A-gamma DRG neurorrs contain cA, that subclasses B-alpha

and B-beta neurons contain FRAP and that the subclass of B-gamma neurons contains sp
(220). similarly in rat, 81, 82 and c{ype cells (as classifìed ultrastructurally) were

shown to contain tachykinirs, C-type cells contained somatostatin and B, C and some

larye A2-type cells contained CGRP (152). In a separate study in guinea pig, it was

shown that sensory neurons belonging to the ultrastructural subclass 81 were high

threshold mechanoreceptors or mechanical-cold nociceptors, that 82 neurons were

polymodal nociceptors and that 83 neurons were cold receptors (224). However, it must

be noted that because these studies were carried out in different species and involved

different ultrastructural categories, it may be inappropriate to combine the results of the

studies in an attempt to develop correspondences between cytochemical and sensory

modality classification schemes. ln general, studies involving ultrastructural exami¡ation

of DRG neurons il combination with either immunocytochemical and histochemical

techniques or prior identifTcation of modality responsiveness are technically difficult and

laborious and therefore have been infrequently undertaken. This is also true of direct

light microscope studies where the relationship between modality and neuropeptide

content of sensory afferents is examined by immunohistochenical analysis of

functionally identified neurors (134). The number of cells that have been examined by

this method is small and the results must be considered inconclusive.



Development of additional strategies eapable of efficiently yielding information on

large numbers of neurons are therefore needed i¡ order to investigate the function of

different DRG neuronal subpopulations. Histochemical or immunohistochemical marke¡s

of activity may be utilized to indicate neurons activated by physiological stimuli and

thereby the modality responsiveness of the stimulated cells. such relatively simple

approaches would be compatible with many other histochemical methods and may be

used in doublelabellfurg studies.

Mo d øIíty /cy t o c h e mistr! c o ft elati o n s

It is quite plausible that putative trarsmitters or possibly proteins associated with

sensory transduction procasses or structural features of peripheral sersory receptors may

be unique to certail DRG cells and may be correlates of or confe¡ upon them different

modality specificities. while it is at present uncertain whether defìnitive markers of

modality specificity have been identified, several lines of albeit circumstantial evidence

suggest at least some degree of correlation between the cytochemistry of primary afferent

neurons and the sensory modalities they transmit. As discussed below, this evidence may

be classified under three separate topics, namely: the tissues innervated by

cytochemìcally-identified neuronsl the correspondence between the laminar organization

of the central arborizations of afferents containing particular neuropeptides or enzymes

and modality-specific areas of the dorsal horn; and the reiease and electrophysiological

actiorrs of primary afferent putative neurotratsmitters in the dorsal horn,

Peripheral projections. There is evidence that primary afferents innervating various

tissues are resporsive to only certain stimuli. For example, cutaneous tissue is in¡rervated

by mechanoreceptive, thermoreceptive, nociceptive and chemoreceptive (130) but

obviously not spindle or Golgi tendon organ afferents; joints by mechanoreceptive and

nociceptive but not thermoreceptive or muscle spindle afferents; muscle tissue by Golgi

17



tendon organ, muscle spindle or Pacinian corpuscle and nociceptive but not cutâneous

specific low-threshold mechanoreceptive or (rarely) thermoreceptive afferents; and

visceral tissue by nociceptive and some mechanoreceptive but rarely thermoreceptive

afferents (238). The stimulus modality to which the sensory rec€ptors in various tissues

are responsive may be correlated, to a certain extent, .with tissue specifîc ir[rewation by

neuroris containing particular substances. It has been demonstrated that FRAp-containing

neufotls project largely to visceral and cutaneous tissue (149,150,160,173), although

there is one report of some projections to muscle (ló0). somatostatin-containing neurons

were found to project to cutaneous tissue and muscle (160,173), but not to viscera (160).

In contrast, GGRP was found in sensory neurons irurervating visceral tissues (160) as

well as i¡ the majority of muscle and joint afferents and a large propoÉion of cutaneous

afferents (160,173). substance P-containing neurons were found to project to cutaneous,

muscular, joint and visceral tissue (150,i60,1?3). However, sp levels in muscle afferents

were reported to be appreciably lower than in neu¡ons irurervating other tissues (150). IJl

addition, the peripheral projections of neurons containing combinations of neuropeptides

has been investigated. It was found that: neurons containing a combination of sp, cGRp,

CCK and DYN project mainly to the skin; neurons containing a combination of Sp,

GGRP and ccK project mainly to blood vessels in skeletal muscle; neurons contåinixg a

combination of sP, GGRP and DYN project mainly to visceral tissue; and neurons

containing a combination of sP and GGRP project mainly to the heart and visceral or

systemic blood vessels (76). Therefore, the cytochemical differences obsewed i¡ neurons

projecting to different tissues may be related to the different modalities conveyed from

distinct tissues. For example, as mentioned above, certain markers may confer sensory

neutonal propeÉies such as effector functions, flring frequency and modulatory

interactions that characte¡ize some afferents and not others and these properties may

distinguish the resporse and trarsmission capabilities of afferents from different tissues.



Dorsal horn neuron responsiveness. It has been found that neurons in discrete regions of

the dotsal hom are resporsive to particular peripherally-applied physiological stimuli and

that these spinal cord regions correspond to the distribution of at least some primary

afferent cytochemical markers, It therefore app€ars thât there may be a correlation

between the modality-responsiveness of dorsal hom neurons, the lamina specific

termi¡ations of functionally-identifîed primary afferent cenfal arborizations, and the

laminar organization of cytochemically identified afferents. Most lami¡a I neuro¡s

respond to noxious or thermal input, lamina rI outer (IIo) neurorìs are excited by both

nociceptive and non-nociceptive input, while many lamina tr inner (tri) neurons along

with some lamina Itr cells may contribute to the processing of innocuous, low-tfueshold

mechanoreception (16,139,I87,196,247).

With respect to the central terminatiors of cytochemically homogeneous

subpopulations of sersory neurons, afferents containing cGRp are distributed in lamina

I, tr and m, substance P-containing afferents irurervate lamina tro, SOM-containing

afferents terminate in lamina IIi and FRAP-containilg afferents are localized along the

middle third of lamina tr (1ó5,168,197,214), This lamina specifîc distribution may be

related to at least two other aspects of sensory neuron organization, First, coexistence of

markers in DRG may be reflected by an overlap in their distribution in the dorsal hom.

Fot example, SP and SOM in DRG are colocalized with CGRP (10?). h the spinal cord

dorsal horn this relationship is reflected by GGRP staining which encompasses that of Sp

and soM. second, the centrai termilations of cytochemically-identified afferents appear

lamina-specific similar to the organization of the central terminatiors of certain

functionally-identified afferents. This may suggest that cytochemically-identified

afferents have a laminar specific do¡sal horn distribution determined by the modality they

ttansmjt. An example of this possibility involves FRAP or SOM containing primary

afferent terminals which are locaüzed to simjlar do¡sal horn regiors as the central

termination of functionally-identified unmyelinated low-threshold mechanoreceptors
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(223). However, for other primary afferent peptides that have more widespread

termjnations in both iamina I and II as well as deeper layers, it is diffîcult, or at least not

yet possible, to conelate their distribution with any particular modality.

Release and action of putative neurotransnùtters. Evidence that peptides and amino acids

contai¡ed within sensory neurons may function as neurot¡ansmitte¡s or neuromodulators

includes functional and behavioral studies which have detailed the release of these

putative primary afferent neurotrarsmitters (PAT) in the dorsal horn, the post-synaptic

effects of iontophoretic or bath application of these substances, the blockage or

potentiation of PAT effects by antagonists or agonists, respectively, and the ability of

intrathecal application of PAT to elicit stereotypical behaviors. The release of

neuropeptides in the dorsal hom of the spinal cord following peripheral newe or

modality-specific stimulation has been studied with antibody microprobe, push-pull

camula, spinal superfusion and microdialysis techniques (17,29,65,79,126,161- 1ó3).

while each method detects an accumulation of substances in the extracellular space

following afferent excitation, the common disadvantage of these techniques is that the

sou¡ce of the released PAT cannot be determined with certainty. Most neuropeptides

present in afferent terminals are also present in descending pathways and intrirsic dorsal

horn neurons which may contribute to the pool of detected substances

(50,94,105,159,178,227,228). Thus, caution is required in the interpretation of such

telease studies. Nevertheless, this approach has generated some evidence to support the

notion that particular modalities are transmitted by primary afferents containing

particular neuropeptides. In brief, studies have shown that SoM release is hcreased

following thermonociceptive stimulation (126,161.,162), neurokinil A release is

increased after both thermonociceptive and mechanonociceptive stimuli (65) and sp

release is ilcreased following electrical stimulation of unmyelinated fibers, capsaicin

administration or thermonociceptive and mechanonociceptive stimuli (17,29,66,73,78).



one study reported an i¡crease in extracellular cGRp levels following noxious thermal

and noxious mechanical cutaneous stimuli (163), As primary sensory neurons are the

only source of CGRP in the spinai cord dorsal hon (47 see however 49,153), a

contribution from other sources with respect to this peptide, is unlikely.

The results from iontophoresis or bath application exp€riments have demonstrated

that at least some neuropeptides, amiro acids or purines can excite dorsal hom neurors,

and that this excitation can be altered by pharmacological i¡tervention. For example, it

has been shown that: f. iontophoretically or bath applied sp can prolong the excitation

of, or depolarize, either physiologically-unidentified or nociceptive dorsal hom neurons

(83'157'164,191) and these effects can be antagonized by sp antibodies or analogues

(192,193);2. iontophoretic or bath application of cGRp mediates a slow depolarization

in some dorsal horn neurors (204,205) and excites low+fueshold mechanoreceptive and

wide dynamic range but not nociceptive-specific dorsal horn neurors (l5g) 3.

iontophoretically applied vasoactive intestinal polypeptide excites nociceptive and non-

nociceptive neurons (102,206); 4. glutamate and aspartate depolarize some dorsal horn

neu¡ors and importantly not othe¡s (209,254) and 5. iontophoretic appücation of ATp

excites non-nociceptive and some wide dynamic range but not nociceptive-specific dorsal

horn neurons (72,20'1). These results camot be strictly taken to indicate that the actio¡s

of the individual putative neurotransmitters tested conespond to those produced by

activation of sensory neurons in which the transmitters may be contained, or indeed that

these substances ate even released from primary afferent neurons. Nevertheless, some of

the above studies do sùggest a certain degree of signalling specificity of particular

neuropeptides, amino acids and purines. Due to the large number of coexisting

substances in DRG, it is likely that actual sersory signals are mediated by a chemical

mosaic released from afferent central terminals. Therefore, it might be wo¡thwhile to

take into corsideration coexistence relationships in sensory neuroris and to formulate on

this basis neurotransmitter "cocktails" corsisting of combinations of putative
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neurotransmitters which may then be tested fot physiological effects on dorsal horn

neufons.

All of the above i¡rformation, taken in toto does suggest that there is a relationship

between the cytochemistry of certain subpopulations of primary afferent neurors and

their modality resporsiveness. In this thesis, the distribution and coexistence

relationships of CO, CA, PV, CaBP, CGRP, FRAP and 4B893-IR (48893-IR refers to

structures that are immunoreactive [-IR] with an antibody designated #g93 which was

generated agairst rat liver gap junctions) were exami¡ed in rat DRG and, where

appropriate, functional (ie. possible relationships to modality) relevance is discussed.

Specific details conceming the cytochemical markers utiüzed or subjects investigated are

provided below.

Pan ø Ib urnin/ Cølbín din D2 8k

The high affinity calcium binding proteiru PV and caBp are widely distributed

throughout the central and peripheral nervous systems (43). In the CNS, pV and CaBp

have a mostly complementary distribution, although they do coexist in purkinje cells of

the cerebellum, in the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala, in the olfactory tubercles and

in neurors of the medial trapezoid nucleus (43). In general, caBp is widely distributed

within the limbic system and the hypothalamus. It is also found in thalamic projection

neurons, striato-nigral cells, neurons of the nucleus basalis of Meynert and in retinal,

cochlear and vestibular ganglion cells (43). conversely, pV is localized within many

interneurons in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum and spinal cord. It is also

found in projection neurons of the thalamic reticular nucleus, globus pallidus, substantia

nigta pars reticulata and in retinal, cochlear and vestibular ganglion cells (43). Early

indications suggested that tfuoughout the cNS PV was colocalized with GABA in

neurors characterized by high electrical activity (41,42,44). This now appears to have

been an inappropriate generalization, although some pv-containing cells in the cerebral



cortex do contain GAIIA and these and other pV-IR cells may have high activity levels

(43'113)' In any case, the role of these calcium binding proteirs i¡ neurons has not been

firmly e'stablished. It has been suggested that pv and caBp may act as intracellula¡

calcium transportets or buffers to restrict, ree.stablish or partition calcium concentrations

in either fast-firing neurons or neurons that produce calcium spikes (g,43,g2). The strong

correlation between the localization of PV and high levels of both co and 2-

deoxyglucose in the zebra finch suggests that PV may be present in neuronal systems that

can reach high levels of metabolic and electrical 
^ctiviry 

(26,27).

Several reports have described the distribution of pv and caBp in DRG neurors

(6,81,183). These neurons have been suggested to be muscle afferents on the basis of

their size, response to specific trophic factors in culture and peripheral projections

(11'12,24,43,182'184). Parvalbumin-IR axons have been localized around intrafusal

muscle fibers and may be seen to contact muscle spindles (43). In extersor digitorum

longus, axons innervating bag fibers were found to be pv-IR while sersory afferents to

both bag and chain fibers were caBP-IR (43). Neither pv or caBp staining is found in

ventral roots. Although the function of these calcium binding proteins in the pNS is

unknown, thei¡ dist¡ibution may be related to other inherent properties of DRG neurons.

In rat DRG, most or all cells with unmyelinated axons and some A-beta neurons are

reported to have a substantial slow inward calcium cunent characterized by an inflexion

on the repolarization phase of the action potential (79). As both pV and caBp are

localized in large cells, it is possible that these proteiru are present in the subpopulation

of A-beta neurons with the inward calcium curent. This would be consistent with reports

describirrg the development of substantial calcium dependent spikes in muscle afferents

and myenteric neurons (86,99), both of which have been suggested to contain pV or

caBP (36'43'182). If conect, the above suggests that in DRG these calcium binding

proteins may function to buffer greater loads of intracellular calcium (19). Recently it

was reported that int¡acellular injection of pv into cultured DRG neurons at



concentfatiofls found in neutons jn vivo can elevate the intracellular calcium buffering

capacity of the injected cells (46), suggesting that pv can contribute signifìcantly to

intracellular calcium buffering in DRG neurors ir¡ vivo. A reduction in available calcium

may result il a decrease in the calcium dependent outflow of potassium which would

tesult in attenuated afterhyperpolarization and accommodation. This, in turn, may allow

irrcreased firing rates in these neurorìs. A similar shortened refractory period is seen when

the calcium chelator EGTA (which has a calcium binding affinity comparable to pv and

caBP) is injected into neurons (43,122,r51).In parts I, Itr and v of this thesis results are

presented on the distribution of PV and caBP i¡ rat DRG, the co dersity levels in pv-

and caBP-containing cells and the cA and GGRP content of pv or caBp-containing

cells.

Cjtochrome oxidase

cytochrome oxidase is the terminal enzyme in the electron transport chain and

therefore its activity is believed to be directly related to the oxygen consumption of cells.

The maintenance of ion balance is thought to constitute the bulk of energy expenditure in

neutors with protein synthesis and neurotransmitter metabolism requiring relatively

small amounts of energy from the oxidative pathway (241). Histochemistry for co has

been used extersively as a marker of neu¡onal activity in the cNS (241). Irs utility as an

indicator of activity is supported by numerous studies showing a conelation between

histochemically detemixed CO levels and neuronal activity ( l0g,147 ,24L-244).

In normal tissue, nuclei that have a high basal electrical or synaptic activity such as

ocular dominance columls, whisker barrel fîelds, auditory relay nuclei, the cA3 region

of the hippocampus, basal ganglia, certain thalamic or brainstem nuclei and clarke,s or

intermediolateral nuciei in the spinal cord are characterized by derse co staining (241).

At the cellular level, it has been demonstrated that neither the size nor type of neuron

govems CO activity as both small or large neurons may be CO light or dense as may



individual similar sized cells in, for example, a motor neuron pool (241,244). similarly,

basal co levels are not thought to be associated with, or related to, the type of putative

neurotransmitter utilized by a cell (241). with respect to other morphological markers,

high levels of co activity are thought to correspond b€st with the distribution of either

succinic dehydrogenase, Na+¡ K+-AT?ase or parualbumin (26,2j,24t).

Additional evidence supporting a relatiorship between co levels and neuronal

electrical activity has been gathered from work demonstrating co activity changes in

response to an alteration i¡ the functional activity of a tissue or hdividual neuron. A

reduction in activity in auditory, visual, somatosensory or olfactory afferents have all

resulted in a decrease i¡ co levels in nuclei associated with these systems (241). It has

also been demonstrated that co levels may be increased in certain neurons following

either elect¡icai or pharmacological stimulation (14i,232,242) or after the development

of synaptic transmission (148). Although co is often employed as a marke¡ of electrical

activity in newous tissue, these studies usually describe co staining levels in specific

areas or nuclei rather than reaction product densities in individual neurons. This is

because in the cNS co is visualized largely in neuropil, therefore making it very

difficult to determine neuronal perikaryal co de¡sities as distinct from surrounding

tissue. In DRG sections however, the lack of neuropil allows an unobstructed view of

most neuronal cell bodies. As such, co staining densities are easily quantifîed i¡ these

cells. Incidentally, our development of specifìc co immunohistochemical techniques has

allowed visualization of co levels ir neuronal cell bodies of the cNS without

concomitant labelling of neuropil. This technique, therefore, may be used to examine the

relative levels of CO enzyme in individual neurons of the btain and spinal cord.

In monkey DRG, co was shown to have a heterogeneous distribution among neuror¡;

with no apparent conelation between somal size and the dersity of co reaction product

(244). rn parts tr, Itr and v qualitative and quantitative results are presented on: 1) the

level of both histochemical and immunohistochemical co staining in rat primary sersory



neurorìs; and 2) the level of co ¡eaction product in cA-, pv- and caBp-eontaining

pdmary afferent neu¡ors.

Cørbonic ønhydrase

catbonic anlydrase, or more specifìcally the cAlI isoryme, is another histochemical

marker that is presumed to reflect the activity of DRG neurorìs. In the cNS this enzyme

has been found only in glia cells (39) but its presence in brain synaptosomes (252) and

possibly in the mesencephalic nucleus of the trigeminal nerve (1; see however, 240)

suggests that it is likely present il neurons as well. In sensory ganglia it is localized in a

population of medium and large size neurons as well as in satellite cells

( 180' 181'220,239,240). carbonic anhydrase is thought to be a marker of tonic activity

based on its role in the regulation of intraneuronal carbon dioxide levels through catalysis

of CO2 hydration and the facilitation of CO2 diffusion (56,180,181,199). In addition, it

may also be involved in the mai¡rtenance of cellular pH and certain ion concentrations

(208) through bicarbonate-chloride or sodium-hydrogen ion exchange mechanisms. As a

cell becomes more active carbon dioxide is quickly removed from the cellular milieu to

ptevent suppression of oxidative metabolism. This is accomptished by CA which

promotes the hydrolysis of co2 to HCo3- and H+. These ions are then removed in

exchange for cl- and Na+ which serves to maintain pH and ionic balance (20g). In most

neurons, intracellular chloride concentrations are maintained at levels far below that of

the extracellular milieu. In some serìsory neurons however, it has been demonstrated that

intracellular chloride may be elevated above extracellular levels (3,172). chloride would

thus tend to flow outward if the appropriate channels were opened during transmitter

action, This chloride efflux would result in significant depolarization in sensory neuron

central terminals as may occur during primary afferent depolarization (pAD) (53).

Although higher intracellular than extracellular chloride levels have not been

demonstrated in rat primary sersory neurons, we suggest that one of the functio¡s of cA



may be to maintâix elevated cytoplasmic chloride levels in neurons that have the

capability of PAD.

In spite of the fact that the peripheral projection sites of cA-containing afferents have

not b€en studied in detail, they do appear to exhibit some degree of tissue specific

in¡rervation, on the basis of retrograde tracing studies and observations of cA reaction

product in annulospiral afferent nerve termirals around iltrafusal muscle, it was

proposed that a large portion of cA-containing neurons innervate muscle with only a

minor contribution (4-6Vo) to curaneous tissue (179-181,198-200,222,240). It has been

further suggested that, although all primary afferents may contain some level of Cd
particularly large amounts of cA are localized in tonically active (therefore generating

relatively large amounts of carbon dioxide) muscle afferents mediating the monosynaptic

stretch reflex (180,181,240). This notion is based on the previous demonstrations of the

extreme sensitivity of the excitabifity of monosynaptic reflexes to carbon dioxide levels

(114) and the depression of monosynaptic responses by increased systemic carbon

dioxide or acetazolamide (a potent cA inhibitor) application (6?). studies examining the

telationship between cA content and either co staining densities, pV-IR or caBp-IR in

rat primary sensory neurons are presented in Parts II and II.

Ffu ortde -re sistant aciil pho sphatøse

A variety of different acid phosphatases have been localized in DRG neurons. Most

however, do not label a specific subpopulation of cells (238). In the late 1960's and early

70's it was found that a certain non-lysosomal fluoride resistant enz'yme labelled a

subpopulation of small type B sensory neurons il DRG and a sublayer of the substantia

gelatinosa in the spinal cord of rats (116,117). This enzyme, named fluoride-resistant

acid phosphatase (FRAP), is found in approximately 50-60vo of all DRG neurons and in

the middle third of lamina tr in the spinal cord dorsal horn (60,62,119,165,197). Dorsal

root ganglia neurors containing FRAP have rarely been found to contain other enzyme or



peptide markers (51,110). In addition to its demor¡stration in DRG neurons and central

axons this enzyme is also found in peripheral axons following obstruction of axoplasmic

flow (116,149,150). Ligation of either peripheral or central axons results in the

accumulation of FRAP on the ganglia side of the ligature suggesting that this enzyme is

transported out from the cell body (116). similarly, dorsal rhizotomy or root ligation

ablates labelling in that area of the dorsal hom irurervated by the manipulated root

(48,116,118). centrally, FRAP is localized in terminals and preterminal axors and can

occasionally be obsewed in dorsal toots. At the ultrastructural level, FRAP is locatized in

unmyelinated axons at small dark sinuous primary afferent c1 terminals of type 1-

synaptic glomeruli (48,116,117,19'7). v/ithin the terminals the enzymatic reaction

product is often localized on or between synaptic vesicles or at the axon surface

membrane of the termiflal,

The function of FRAP in primary afferent neutons remains obscure. It has been

suggested that this enzyme may play a role in central synaptic or secretory function based

on its distribution in a restricted population of DRG cells, its precise localization in

substantia gelatinosa, its central disappearance following dorsal root or peripheral nerve

cut or crush and its concentration in axon terminals. A similar enzyme has been localized

in ptostate, adrenal medulla and various endocri¡e tissues (8,60,62,234). rnthese tissues

its intimate association with secretory granules (60,62,234) suggests it may play a role in

secretory processes. To postulate a function for FRAp in sensory neurons at this juncture

would be highly speculative. FRAP histochemistry (and the very similar thiamire

monophosphatase histochemistry) is most often used as a pure morphological marker

without implication of a specific function associated with the labelling unlike labelling

fot neuropeptides and other putative neurotransmitters. Interestingly however, it appears

that FRAP-containhg neurons do have a specific peripheral projection. It has been

demonstrated in a number of studies that there are less FRAp afferents in muscle as

compared to skin or visceral nerves (149,150,1ó0). In part IV of this thesis results from



our ixvestigation of the peptidergic content of FRAp-containing primary afferent neurors

wiil be presented' It was previously proposed by Hunt and Rossi (93) that "peptide and

nonpeptide-containing afferents represent two distinct c-fiber pathways innervating

sirnilar peripheral structures and conveying similar information, but to different areas

withil the dorsal hom". This hypothesis, to our knowledge, has not been dfuectly tested

and therefore we examined this issue using FRAp (a nonpeptide) and cGRp (a peptide)

as morphological markers.

C ø lc it o ní n g e n e - relat e il p epti d e

calcitonin gene-related peptide is a 32 amino acid neuroactive peptide derived from

the alternate processing of RNA from the calcitonin gene (4,203). High levels of cGRp

have been found in both trigeminal and spinal ganglia and derse immunoreactive fiber

plexi are observed in the dorsal hom of the spinal cord (77,129,237). cGRp is found in

approximately 50vo of all spinal sensory neurons of small, medium and large sizes

making it one of the most widely distribured p€prides in DRG (99,t}7,123,t71). Due to

its extersive distribution in DRG, GGRP has been found to coexist with many different

peptides including SP, SOM, CCK, VIp, cAL, BOM dynorphin and enkephalin

(38'76' 107,153)' In some irstances cGRP may coexist with more than one peptide.

Peripherally CGRP-IR axons innervate viscera, special sense organs, skin, deep tissues,

bone and blood vessels (9ó). within ski¡, cGRp-IR ne¡ve fibe¡s imervate blood vessels,

sweat glands, hair follicles and terminate neat, but do not irurervate, Meissner corpuscles

and Me¡kel's discs (97,124). It appears that most peripheral CGRP-IR fibers are

unmyelinated and many end in what resemble free-nerve endings (97,124). It has been

postulated that iî the periphery GGRP is released non-synaptically from terminals to

diffuse and have a paracrine-like influence on an immediate area (97). In this manner,

cGRP may function as a potent vasodilator to control cutaneous blood flow or act to

regulate smooth muscle tone, secretion of gastric juices or insulin, constriction of airways



or wound healing (96). kr the dorsal horn of the rat spiîal cord, it has been suggested that

primary sensory neurons are the only source of CGRp (47; see however 49). In horse

however, CGRP-IR dorsal hom neurons have been observed (153). Centrally, CGRP

may have a role in the transmission or modification of nociceptive input. cGRp has been

shown to: 1) produce slow and prolonged excitation of dorsal horn neurors

(158,204,205); 2) potentiate substance P release in the dorsal hom (175); 3) produce

prolonged caudally directed biting, licking and scratching when applied intrathecally in

conjunction with substance P (23'l); 4) be released in the dorsal hom following

peripheral noxious stimuli (1ó3); 5) increase in DRG in response to development of

peripheral arthritis (128); and 6) inhibit substance p endopeptidase (135). In addition,

intrathecal application of antibodies to GGRP was shown to produce an analgesic effect

(127). This evidence therefo¡e suggests that cGRP may be involved in at least some

peripheral or cenfal aspect of primary afferent function. studies examining the

coexistence relationship of CGRP with PV, caBP and FRAp and the contribution of

unmyelinated affe¡ent fibers to the cGRP-IR observed in the dorsal hom of the rat spilal

cord ate ptesented in Part I and IV.

Electricøl coupling of prímary alferent neurons

In addition to work on the distribution of various morphological markers in DRG we

also investigated other aspects of sensory neuron physiology. part VI of this thesis

describes our attempt to determine immunobjstochemically whether the gap junction

proteil conrrexin32 is expressed in afferent neurons. The antibody employed in this study

(antibody #893, hereafter referred to as 48893) was generated agairst rat lìver gap

junctions and was previously found to recognize both neuronal and glial gap junctions in

rat and fish cNs (166,215,250,251). The expected presence of connexi¡32 (which at the

time of this study was the only known gap junction protein) in DRG neurons was based

on the many indicatiors of electrical interactions and/or possible gap junction coupling



involving primary sensory neurorìs. It has been suggested that electrical coupling

between peripheral axons may contribute to cutaneous axon reflex mechanisrns

(130,226).In addition, in normal tissue morphological or electrophysiological correlates

of coupling have been descdbed between DRG cell bodies during development (176),

between primary afferent fîber terminals and Deiters cells in the lateral vestibular nucleus

(121,221,249), between primary afferent cell bodies in the trigeminal nerve

mesencephalic nucleus (10,84,85,90) and between primary afferent axors il dental pulp

and in peripheral nerve or skin (28,142,144,145,154-156). There has also been much

speculation about the possible occurrence of electrical communication between damaged

primary afferent neurons (28,20-22,57,92,141,142,156,194,195,213). It has been

suggested that injury to peripheral nerves may result in ephaptic or other forms of

electdcal coupling between neurons. Indeed, ultrastructural examination of abnormal

nerves containiîg electrically coupled fibers has revealed close appositions between

adjacent axonal membranes (18,21,57,58,100,101,124,194,195) although whether this is

the anatomical basis fo¡ post-traumatic neuronal electrical communication remains

unce¡tain. Therefore, it appears that the defìnitive morphological correlates of electrical

interactions have not been found. This may prove difficult however, as the localization of

gap junctions using conventional EM techniques is a formidable task even in areas where

they are known to be present.

In an attempt to examine whether conrrexin32 is present in normal primary sersory

neutorìs, an immunohistochemical study using 48893 was undertaken in rat trigeminal,

cervical, thoracic, lumbar and sacral ganglia, dorsal spinal cord and spinal trigeminal

nuclei (Part vI), Although the antibody #893 was generated agairst liver gap junctions,

we ate uncertain whether it recognizes a gap junction protein (connexin32) in DRG.

However, it does label a unique and possibly anatomically important subpopulation of

primary sensory neurons il sensory gangLia and their fibers in the spinal cord. In light of

these results we make no claim that 48893 recognizes corurexin32 in this tissue. Rather
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it is utilized to study the distribution, coexistence relatiorrships and central afferent fiber

otganization of a subpopulation of primary afferent neurons.
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Part I

Parvalbumin is highly colocalized with calbindin D2gk and rarely with calcitonin gene-

telated peptide in dorsal root ganglia neurons of rat

P.A. Cam, T. Yamamoto, G. Karmy, K.G. Baimbridge and J.I. Nagy

Brain Research (1989) 497;163-170



.4'bstract--sections of lumbar dorsal root ganglia from rat were analyznd by

immunohistochemical techniques to determine the size distribution and numbers of cells

containing pawalbumin and calbindin D28k and to establish their coexistence

relationships with each other and with cells containing calcitonin gene-related peptide

(ccRP). The proportion of ganglia cells containing parvalbumin and calbindin D2gk

was 74vo and 22vo, respectively. The majority of cells immunoreactive for these proteins

were of the large A type. Pawalbumin was colocalized almost completely (> 99vo) with

calbindin D28k and minimally (< 1%) with cGRp. orrly 9vo of the calbindin D28k-

positive cells were immunoreactive for CGRp.



Parvalbumin (PV) and calbindin D28k (caBp) are calcium binding proteins whose

distribution in the central nervous system and peripheral tissues has been extersively

documented in various species at both the cellular and ultrastructural levels

(1,10,11,12,22). In peripheral tissues CaBp has been demonsrrated

immunohistochemically in enteric neurons of rat (5) and dorsal toot ganglia (DRG) of

chick (17,18). Parvalbumin has been found in rat spinal ganglia and peripheral nerves

(8). within DRG these proteins have been reported to occur in distinct subpopulations of

cells' Ganglion neurons containing PV in the rat were seen to be of large size, while

those containing caBP i¡ chick were both large and small size. This restricted

distribution of caBP and PV within the DRG suggests that they may contribute to the

disposition of calcium withi-tr certain subclasses of sensory neurons. Although the

function(s) of PV and caBP is(are) not known, roles in calcium buffering (r,r4),

modification of neuronal excitability to synaptic input (2) or mediation of calcium

dependent events (3,20) has been postulated. The objective of our present study was to

provide a quantitative analysis of caBP and pv i¡ DRG of rat, to establish whether they

exhibit coexistence relationships with each other and to examine possible colocalization

with calcitonin gene-related peptide (cGRp) which has been well characterized

according to its distribution in an abundance of both large and small cells (13).

METEODS

Adult, male sprague Dawley rats weighing 2so-350 g were anesthetized with chloral

hydrate and perfused transcardially with cold (4oc) saline solution followed by a 4vo

paraformaldehyde a¡d 0.l6vo picric acid fixative as described elsewhere (6). The fourth

lumbar dorsal root ganglia (DRG) were then immersed in cold fixative for 2 hr and

stored for at least 2 days in 157o sucrose containing o.o\7vo sodium azide and 0.1 M

sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.a). cryostat sections ofDRG were cut at a thickness of g

to 15 ¡rm, collected on gelatin coated slides and processed for pV, CaBp or CGRp

immunohistochemistry by peroxidase-antiperoxidase or immunofluorescence methods.



Antibodies agairrst PV, caBP and GGRP were used at dilutions of 1:400 to l:2000 i_¡r

PBS containing 03% Tnton x-i00 (PBS-T). sections were incubated with primary

antisera for 40-68 hr at 4'c followed by a 40 min wash with two changes of pBS-T at

room temperature. Tissue processed by the pAp method \¡/as incubated for two hours in

secondary media consisting of goat anti-rabbit IgG (sterrrberger-Meyer) diluted 1:20 in

PBS-T and t%o bovtne serum albumin (BsA). They were then washed for 40 mil in two

changes of PBS-T, incubated for two hours at room temperature in rabbit pAp (l:100;

Sternberger-Meyer) diluted iî PBS-T and lvo BSA and again washed for 40 mi-n.

Peroxidase activity was then visualized by reacting the sections in 50mM Tris-HCl buffer

containing 0.005% hydrogen peroxide and 0.o2% diaminobenzidine fo¡ 5-10 min. The

sections were then dried, dehydrated and coverslipped with permount. For

immunofluorescence, sections incubated with primary antibody were washed and then

incubated for 40 min to one hour with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated donkey

anti-rabbit rgG (Amersham) at a dilution of t:20 in pBS with l% P,SA. sections were

then washed for 30 min in PBS and coverslipped with antlfade medium. All primary

antibodies used were generated in rabbit and have been chatacterized as previously

described (5,16) (CGRP, Penirsula). The recognition of pV o¡ caBp epitopes by these

antibodies appea¡s not to be dependent on the presence of calcium which was therefore

not iricluded at any stage of tissue processing. It should also be noted that although other

antibodies against caBP recognize caBP-related proteins in rat brain (19) the present

caBP antiserum reacts only with a single protein conesponding to calbindin D2gk (16).

comparisons of cellular localization of PV and caBp were undertaken using a jacent

cryostat sections collected onto separate slides. Analysis of the colocalization of the two

calcium binding proteins with CGRP was conducted using either adjacent or sequentially

processed sections. sections processed sequentially were reacted for cGRp by the

immunoperoxidase method and then processed for pV or caBp by immunofluorescence.

Photomicrographs of peroxidase reaction product or immunofluorescence in



coffespondi¡g areas of adjacent or sequentially processed sections were examined for

determinations of coexistence. Microscope counts of pv- and caBp-immunopositive

cells were undertaken on immunofluorescent sections counterslained with ethidium

bromide to allow counts of cells displaying nucleoli. euantification of cell sizes was

undertaken using an image analysis system (Amersham RAS - 1 000) on

immunoperoxidase reacted sectiors counterstained with toluidine blue to allow

visualization of the nucleoli (7). Following cell size analysis, the data was categorized

into small (51@0 pm2), intermediate (>1000 ¡r¡¡2 and <1g00 ¡rm2¡ or large (>1g00

pm2) cell size classes according to Caff et al. (?).

RESULTS

Dorsal root ganglion cells displaying caBp-immunofluoresc€nce are shown in Figure

1 (A'c) with conesponding adjacent sections stained for pv by either immunoperoxidase

(B) or by immunofluorescence (D) methods. Both CaBp- and pv-positive cells of

various sizes exhibited nuclear and diffuse, cytoplasmic staining with varying degrees of

intensity and could easily be distinguished from non-immunoreactive cells. very light

caBP immunoreactivity associated with what appeared to be the Golgi apparatus was

seen in a small number of cells which were not included in the analysis due to the

variability and consistently low intensity of thìs type of staining. No reaction product was

seen in satellite cells or blood vessels although some axons appeared immunoreactive.

From counts of 680 cells, 22vo were positive for caBp and from counts of 76g cells,

L3.97o were positive for PV,

PV-positive cells ranged in size from 558 pm2 to 34g9 pmz and accounted for 12.5%

of all intermediate and large size cells (Figure 2). caBp-immunoreactive (IR) cells

ranged in size from 251 ¡rm2 to 3091 ¡rm2 and accounted fot l6vo of all intermediate and

large cells. In cells of very large size, with areas greater than 2500 pm2, the two calcium

binding proteim are expressed in almost equivalent proportiors of cells (caBp,4.2vo;



Pv' 4.6vo). In smaller cells (less than 10@ pm2), the p€rcentage of caBp-positive

nèurons (6vo) was greater than PV-positive cells (l.3vo). In fact, no pv-positive cells

with areas less than 500 ¡rr¡2 were observed. viewed as a whole, the population of

caBP-IR cells comprised a higher proportion of DRG neurons and were distributed in a

slightly larger size range than cells containing pv. v/ithin the pv- and caBp-positive

populations (Table 1), it was found that greater than 90vo of cells containing pv are of

intermediate to large size (greater than 100o ¡rm2¡ while cells containing caBp were

distributed among all the size categories with about 75vo of caBp-positive cells

belonging to the i¡termediate and large size category.

The relationship between PV- and caBp-containing cells is demonsfated in Figure l.
From 346 PV-IR cells examined, greater than 99vo were found to be positive for caBp.

A slightly lower percentag e (97 vo) of 353 caBp-positive cells examined were also

positive for PV. These percentages appry to a popuration consisting of mostly large and

i¡termediate cells and perhaps some small cells. Technical limitations inherent in the

analysis of adjacent sections of the thicknesses employed here preclude an accurate

analysis of small cells some of which may not appear in both of a pait of a jacent

sections.

Examples of comparisons between cGRp-immunopositive neurors and caBp- and

PV-positive cell populations are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The different cellular

localizations of GGRP and the calcium binding proteins allowed sequential processing of

sections using two primary antibodies from the same species, as previously de,scribed

(21). Punctate cGRP-immunoreactivity associated with the Golgi apparatus was

visualized frst by immunoperoxidase followed by immunofluorescence visualization of

diffuse, cytoplasmic PV and CaBp immunostaining (Fig. 3c,d; Fig. 4c,d). As

confirmation of this procedure, additional pv-ccRp and caBp-cGRp studies were



conducted using adjacent sections (Fig. 3a,b; Fig. 4a,b). Results with either a jacent and

sequentially processed tissue were similar and indicated that colocalization of both

calcium binding proteins with CGRp was minimal. From 906 caBp-positive cells

examined 9vo also exhibited cGRp-immunoreactivity and from 2g6 pv-positive cells

examined less than 1% were stained fo¡ CGRp.

DISCUSSION

It was previously reported that the pv-positive subpopulation of rat DRG consists

entirely of what was classified as large cells (8). The caBp-positive subpopulation of

chick DRG was reported to comprise 20To of the total cell population and by

ultrastructural categorization this population was shown to consist of 30vo latgecells and

7o7o small cells (18). These results differ somewhat from our findings, which may be

due to the different cell measuring techniques, fixations, tissue processing procedures or

species employed.

our demonstration of the almost complete colocalization of pv with caBp in DRG is

¡emarkable insofar as such coexistence has not been widely described in the mature

centtal nervous system where the distril¡ution of pv is, for the most part, distinctly

different from that of caBP (10,11,12). It should be noted, however, that the amount of

coexistence of PV with câBP in small cells could not be determined accurately, but due

to the greater number of caBP-IR than pV-IR small cells, and the fact that almost all

PV-IR cells are also caBP-IR, it would appear that the small caBp-positive cells do not

contain PV. This would suggest that at least two subpopulations of caBp-positive DRG

neurons exist; those containing and those lacking pV. on the basis of their differential

distribution in brain, their colocalization within certain populations of DRG neurons, and

the absence of PV in some caBp-containing DRG neurons, it might be speculated that

PV and caBP have somewhat different functions and that some ganglia cells have a

functional requirement for both proteirc.



In both the central nervous system (4) and DRG (6), pv has been colocalized in

neurons displaying derse cytochrome oxidase reaction product, which implie,s that pv is
expressed by cells which have a high level of activity. In numerous brain areas pv has

also been demonstrated in rapidly fring cells containing gamma-aminobutyric acid

(GABA) (9,14). Howevet, neither GABA nor its synthetic enzyme marker, glutamic acid

decarboxylase, have been demonstrated h DRG. Thus, primary sensory neurons

represent a clear dissociation of the relationship between GABAergic transmission and

the presence of PV il what may be corside¡ed higl y active cells based on their

cytochrome oxidase content,

cGRP-immunoreactivity has been demonstrated in a high proportion of small,

intermediate and large size classes of DRG neurons (13,15). we have demonstrated that

cGRP-positive cells rarely contain pv and only a small percentage contain caBp in the

rat lumbar DRG. since it has been reported thaf 50vo of DRG cells contain cGRp (13)

together with our observation thar 22vo contain caBp, it appears that approximat ely 70%

of all DRG neurons can be accounted for as containing either cGRp or caBp.

corsideration of the functional implications of the minimal coexistence of pv and caBp

rvith GGRP must await detailed information regarding the peripheral tissue innervated by

sersory afferents containing these markers. However, this minimal colocalization may be

considered in light of other findings from peripheral nervous tissue. It has been reported

that most galanin-, somatostatin-, and substance p-IR cells in rat lumbar DRG also

contain cGRP (13) and that caBP-IR enteric neurons in rat lack galanin, somatostatin or

substance P (5). If substance P, somatostatin and galanin in the enteric nervous system

have the same relationship to cGRP as they do in DRG, then on the basis of minimal

caBP colocalization with GGRP in ganglia, we would predict that these three peptides

are rarely expressed by CaBP-IR DRG neurons.
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FIGURELEGENDS

Fig. 1. Photomicrographs of sections showing caBp and pv in neurons of lumbar DRG.

(A'B) Photomontage of adjacent sections stained for caBp by immunofluorescence (A)

and for PV by immunoperoxidase (B). (c,D) Adjacent sectiors in which caBp (c) and

PV (D) are demonsfated by immunofluorescenc€. Arrows indicate conesponding cells

in each pair of micrographs. Note that large (L) and small (s) ce s are both pv- and

caBP-IR' very tight immunofluorescence for CaBp associated with what appears to be

Golgi apparatus is seen in a small proportion of cells (ar.rowheads). Bars = 100 ¡rm.

Fig. 2. A bar graph showing the percent of all DRG neurons of various size categories

displaying PV- or caBP-immunoreactivity. The dotted line indicates the size frequency

distribution of all DRG neurons with regard to the area categories (7), but is not to scale

for the y-axis.

Fig. 3. Photomicrographs of sections of lumbar DRG showi'rg caBp- and cGRp-IR

neurons. (A'B) Montage of serial sections stained for caBp by immunofluorescence (A)

and CGRP by immunoperoxidase (B). (c,D) The same section stained frst for cGRp by

immunoperoxidase (D) and then fo¡ caBp by immunofluorescence (c). Anowheads

indicate examples of conesponding cells containing either cGRp or caBp but not both.

Arrows indicate cells containing both CaBP and CGRp. Bars = 10O ¡rm.

Fig. 4. Photomicrographs of DRG sections showing pV- and CGRP-IR neurons. (A,B)

Photomontage of adjacent sectio¡s showing PV-IR (A) and CGRp-IR cells (B) by



immunoperoxidase. (C,D) The same section stained frst for CGRp by

immunoperoxidase (D) and then for pv by immunofruorescence (c). conesponding

cells in pairs of photomicrographs are indicated by anows. Neurons containing pv lack

CGRP. Bars = 50 pm (A,B), 10O ¡rm (C,D).
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Part tr

Quantitative histochemical analysis of clochrome oúdase i¡ rat do¡sal root ganglia and

its colocalization with carbonic anhydrase

P.A. Carr, T. Yamamoto, W.A. Staines, M.E. Whittaker and J.I. Nagy

Neutoscience (1989) 33; 351-362



abstract--A quantitative histochemical method was developed and standardized and then

used to charact enze the heterogeneity of cytochrome oxidase activity among primary

afferent neuronal cell bodies in dorsal root ganglia of rat. In addition, the relatiorship

between cytochrome oxidase and carbonic anhydrase activities in these neurons was

determined. In tests of the procedure, the density of cytochrome oxidase reaction product

evaluated repeatedly in individual neurons within sections of ganglia was found to

increase linearly over incubation periods of up to 6 hours. The heterogeneity in

cytochrome oxidase activity in ganglia was not simply a reflection of the heterogeneity in

ganglion cell sizes. on the whole, each class of ganglion cell exhibited the full range of

staining densities encountered but intense staining was observed in many more large type

A cells than small type B cells. The latter, together with their termi¡ation fields within

the substantia gelatinosa of the spinal cord, were lightly stained. A significant positive

correlation was found between neuronal size and staining density (r=0.a3). However, the

large scatter in the plot of these two variables suggests that the expression of cytochrome

oxidase in sensory neurons is govemed to a considerable extent by properties of these

neurons that are unrelated to their size. Analysis of cytochrome oxidase and carbonic

anhydrase activities in the same ganglion cells revealed that all neurons with derse

staining for the oxidase were anlydrase positive, conversely, however, some intensely

anhydrase-positive cells exhibited only light staining for cytochrome oxidase.

The heterogeneity of cytochrome oxidase activity among neurons in dorsal root

ganglia may be related to the steady state electrophysiological activity of distinct

populations of sensory neurons which in tum may be related to the specific sensory

modalities these populations transmit. The observation that some neurons with the

greatest abundance of carbonic anrydrase do not contain high or even moderate levels of

cytochrome oxidase suggests some degree of dissociation between the functional

requirement for carbonic anhydrase in sensory neurons and the rate of energy

expenditure in these cells,



Neurons in dorsal root ganglia (DRG) are classically divided into two groups on the

basis of cell size; large type A and small type B cells (2,16). Major goals regarding the

neurochemical characterization of these cells have been to identify the transmitters and/ot

neuromodulators they utilize, to determine which transmitter substances might coexist in

the same cells and to establish whether putative transmitter content is related to

ttansmission of particular sersory modalities. Prograss along these lines has led to the

subdivision of type B cells based on certai¡ of the cytochemical features they display.

subpopulatiors of these cells have been found to contain the peptides substance p (sp) or

somatoståtin (SoM), or the enzymes tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) or fluoride resistant acid

phosphatase (FRAP) (10,22,26). These markers appear to represent four separate

populatiors of cells with slightly different morphological characteristics (26). various

other neuroactive peptides and trarsmitter-related enzymes have been found within

neufotls encompassing one or mofe of these four populations zuch that different

neurochemical markers may define the same or separate subpopulations of type B

neurons. Investigations of the functions of these markers have not as yet allowed firm

conclusions regarding relationships between their presence in DRG neurons and the

sensory modalities these neurons transmit (2,15,1S,38,39).

Recently, attention has been drawn to the classification of DRG neurons according to

another class of cytochemical feature, namely histochemical demonstration of enzymes

related to cellular metabolism. One of these, cytochrome C oxidase (CO), has in a

number of systems allowed histochemical visualization of regional differences in normal

metabolic activity and this metabolic parameter has been shown to change subsequent to

experimental manipulations (42). The utility of co histochemistry has been validated by

evidence indicating that electrical activity and energy demands of neurons are closely

coupled to the activity of this respiratory chain enzyme (l l,!2,32,42-44,47 -49). T\e

temarkably uneven distribution of co activity observed in the cNS has also been found
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among primary sensory neurons in DRG of vadous species (50). This heterogeneity was

interpreted as reflecting the activity pattems of subclasses of ganglion cells that trarsmit

different sersory modalities. Histochemical demonstrations of the metabolic enzyme

carbonic anÏydrase (cA) il a subpopulation of DRG neurons (14,30,34,40) has led to

similar proposals whe¡ein functional demands reflected by cA activity were related to

the trarsmission of particular sensory modalities by sensory neurons that maintain

relatively tonic pattems of activity (24,25,29).

with the ultimate aim of establishing whether co histochemistry can b€ used to

investigate relationships between the neurochemical features and the sensory modafties

transmitted by DRG neuronal subpopulations, we report here the quantitative

dersitometric characterization of co histochemical reaction product in DRG neurons of

normal animals. In addition, the similarity of views regarding the involvement of co
and CA in energy metaboiism in DRG neurons prompted us to compare the

histochernical staining pattem produced by CO with that produced by CA.



METflODS

Tissue preparation

Adult, male sprague Dawley rats (250-3009) were deeply anesthetized with chloral

hydrate and perfused transcardially with cold (4oc) o.gvo saline containing 0.12o sodium

nitrite and 100 units of heparin. For co histochemistry this was followed by 200 to 300

ml of cold, freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)

contaid¡g oJ6% picdc acid (51). some animals were perfused with this same fixative

containirrg 0.2vo glutaraldehyde. Lumbar sensory ganglia (L4 and L5) and spinal cords

were removed and post-fixed ror 2 ot 16 hr in fîxative without glutaraldehyde. The

spinal cords were cryoprotected in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing

257o suctose and r0% glycerol for 24 tr, Transverse sections were cut on a sliding

microtome at a thickness of 20 ¡rm and collected in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH

7'4' (PB) containing 0.9vo saltne (PBS). Dorsal root ganglia were stored for a minimum

of 24 hr in PB containing 15% sucrose. sections \rere cut on a cryostat (l-nitz) ar

thiclnesses of 5 to 15 ¡rm, thaw mounted onto gelatin-coated slides, washed for 15

minutes in two changes of PB, and then processed for CO histochemistry. For CA

histochemistry, animals were perfused with the 0.2vo glutaraldehyde-containing fixative

and ganglia were then post-fixed fo¡ 2 h¡ at 4oc in the same fixative without

glutaraldehyde. Ganglia were then immersed in appropriate cryopÌotectant solution for

cryostat or sliding microtome sectioning.

Histochemistry for cytochrome oxidase

The method of wong-Riley (42) ot a slightry modified procedure was used to

demonstrate co activity. The standard reaction medium contained 0.03% cytochrome c



(Sigma, type Itr), 0.025 or 0.057o diaminobenzidine (DAB) and 4Vo sucrose ir pB.

Although in preliminary experiments, reaction times were varied from 0.5 to ó hr,

standard incubations were conducted at 37oc for 2 to 4 hr in the dark. control

incubations r,vere run for equivalent times and corsisted of four types. one utilized

medium without c¡ocfuome c. In others potassium cyanide, an inhibitor of co activity

(13) was added at concenttatiors of 0.01 or 1.0 mM. Finally, some sections were reacted

in medium with 0.01 mM potassium cyanide but without cytochrome c. The reaction

was terminated by drsing the sections for 20 min in pB or in pB followed by a rirse in

distilled water. Free-floating spilal cord sections were mounted from gelatin-ethanol or

50 mM Tris-HCl buffer. After drying, sections were either coverslipped with a 3: l
glycerol-water solution or dehydrated in alcohol, cleared il xylene and coverslipped with

Pemount.

Densitometric measurements

Quantitative determinations of co reaction density were conducted with an

Amersham RAs-1000 image analysis system linked by a video camera to a Nikon

optiphot microscope with a constant current power source. The microscope illumination

and camera gain control were adjusted to encompass the optimal range of gray scales

detected by the camera and a reference image was generated for a subtractive

illumination correction to simulate even illumination. At the fhal working

magnification, the system was then calibrated for optical density with a film of dersity

ståndards and for dimensions with a stage graticule. The image of an area within a given

DRG section containing many cells and largely free of fibe¡ bundles was digitized and

the image stored on 1.2 megabyte floppy disks. Typically, X40 objective magnification

was used and the field in each digitized image contained up to 15 neurons. To avoid cell

selection bias in ganglion sections, every eligible cell in a field was analyzed. The whole



of the substantia gelatinosa was sampled on each side of spinal cord sections. Following

digitization, sections were counterstained with toluidine blue to facilitate the

visuaüzation of cells containing nucleoli. The images of co-reacted cells in non-

counterstained sections were later recalled for size and density measurements. Eligibility

for inclusion in analysis was determined by comparing displays of the stored co-reacted

images with simultaneous displays of the live images of the same section after

counterståining. only cells with nucleoli within the plane of the section were used for

cell counts, cell area measurements and the detennination of cellular optical density.

Atea was determined from the video display of stored images by cursoring around the

perimeter of cells. Initial studies revealed less than svo vanation in values obtained from

repeated area measurèments of the same cell. The optical density of cells was obtained by

sampling around the perimete¡ of a cell and then encircli¡g the nucleus to exclude it from

input.

Data analysis

Recorded and compiled data on optical density, cell number and cell size were

analyzed with the aid of a stata (The computing Resource center, california) statistics

package. Analysis of sizeþersity profiles was conducted on data from a single ganglia,

or pooled from sections obtained fiom several L4 ganglia from the left and right sides of

individual animals; data from separate animals were not pooled in the present study.

Prelirninary data on the frequency distribution of area and oD in the DRG of a number

of rats revealed similar size and dersity distribution between individual animals,

although there were some differences in the absolute range of densities. In order to avoid

obscuring fine details in dersity distribution by vadatiors between animals or technical

factors, our indepth study thus focussed on the relatio¡ship of neuronal cross-sectional

area and CO reaction density in a sirrgle L4 dorsal root ganglion from a



paraformaldehyde-picric acid fixed animal. The ganglion was sectioned at 15 ¡rm and

OD and areal analysis of L27 7 CO-teacted cells displaying toluidine blue counterstailed

nucleoli was conducted.

For descriptive purposes, oD values were categorized into three bins and areal values

into either three or four groups, These categories were intended to ease comparison of

the data and are not functional classifications. cells classified i¡to four groups according

to thei¡ neuronal cross-sectional atea consisted of very small cells with areas less than

500 ¡rm2, small cells with areas between 500 and 1000 ¡rm2, intermediate or medium

size cells with areas between 1000 and 1800 ¡rm2 and large cells with areas greater than

1800 ¡rm2. The small neurors (<1000 ¡rm2¡ w"re divided into two groups to determine

if co intensity was related to size category as has been previously seen for other

neurochemical markers of these cells (2ó). For graphical presentation of the data, all

cells with areas less than 1000 ¡rm2 were combined to form one bin of small cells. since

there appears to be some overlap between the large type A cells and small type B cells

both in size and function (s,9,17,26,27), our selection of size categories was chosen to

ersute confidence of designation of small cells as type B and large cells as type A cells.

The intermediate cell size bin (1000-1800 ¡tm2¡ u"ry likely includes both of these

populatiorrs.

optical density categories were generated by dividing the range of oD values into

equal thirds over the full range of densities and designating the fust category of cells

with oD values less than 0.094 as lightly stained cells, the second category with oD

values between 0.094 and 0.156 as moderately stained cells, and the thi¡d category with

oD values greater than 0.15ó as densely stained cells. Frequency distributiors of both

atea and optical density were plotted after creating 15-20 bins for the abscissa. The

results of optical density and area measurements of DRG neurons are presented as the

percent of cells exhibiting light, moderate, or dense staining with respect to all the cells
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within a size category and also with resp€ct to all the cells analyzed.

CO reaction linearity with time

A different procedure was required for the determination of the co reaction time

course. This technique involved tepeated density measurements of eithe¡ individual

DRG neurons or the substantia gelatinosa of the spinal cord. sections, just prior to

incubation in standard medium and every hour from 1 through 4, 6 and g hr, were

temoved from the incubation medium, coverslipped with pB containing 4% sucrose, and

selected fìelds were then digitized and stored. This was usually accomplished within 10

min. The coverslìps were then removed, and the sections returned to the medium to

continue the teaction. Stage mictometer coordinates allowed the field of interest in each

spinal cord and ganglion section to be approximately re-located fo¡ each consecutive

readhg. Precise correspondence of cells in DRG and fields in spinal cord was achieved

by superimposing the live video image onto the simultaneously displayed stored image

from the previous hour, Distortion of sections was minimal even after repeated

coverslipping and any misalignment was made negligible by using the image from the

immediately previous incubation period to re-align sectiors. Thís precise

superimposition of sections allowed transposition of a computer generated map of

identified cells from section to section. This map permitted the same cells or fields to be

sampled for density and area measurements at all time points on the basis of those

cursored on the image obtained at the last incubation time. An illumination correction

was performed on a blank area of each slide at each time interval to control for possible

non-specific deposition of DAB or inadvertent change in microscope adjustment. At the

zero time point, a random field within the section was taken for measurement since the

borders of individual cells in DRG or lamina in spinal cord in these very light sections

could not be accurately identified.



Carbonic anhydrase histochemistry

Histochemistry for cA was conducted essentially as described by others (zg,2g,4o).

It should be noted that although fìxatives containing high concentrations of

glutaraldehyde are usually employed for cA histochemistry, the present studies utilized

a weaker fixation compatible with procedures used for co histochsmistry. The

incubation medium consisted of 1.75 mM CoSO4, I 1.7 mM KH2pO4, 157 mM

NaHCo3' and 53 mM H2So4, pH 6.5 (a0). As a control for hisrochemical specificiry,

some sectiors were processed in incubation medium containing 0.01 mM acetazolamide,

an hïibitor of cA (ó). This was found, in the present study, to eliminate all but a small

amount of nuclear cA staining. Two approaches were used for the histochemical

demonstration of co and cA in the same cells. In the flrst, adjacent cryostat sections of

lumbar ganglia (L4 or L5) were cut at a thickness of 5 ¡rm and collected on sepaÍate

gelatin-coated slides. one section was reacted for co as described above and the

adjacent section for cA. Slide mounted sections were washed in cold pB for t hr and

then dipped into incubation medium for 5 sec followed by exposure to the atmosphere

for 30 sec and this was repeated for 30 min. sections were then dipped in an aqueous

solution of 0.5% ammonium sulphate for 3 min, washed in pB for 5 min and

coverslipped with a mixture of glycerol and l0 mM pB (3:l). In the second procedure,

sectiorrs were processed sequentially, flrst for co then for cA. sections cut on a slidilg

microtome at a thickness of 20 ¡rm, were processed free floating for co histochemistry

as descdbed above, photographed and then gently immersed into cA incubation medium

in a manner that would allow the sections to float on the surface of the medium. After 30

min the sectiors were collected onto glass slides, floated again on the surface of a 0.s%

ammonium sulphate solution for 3 min, washed in pB for 5 min and finally mounted

onto gelatin-coated slides and coverslipped with a mixture of glyceroi and i0 mM pB

(3:1).



RESULTS

General observations

within the L4 and L5 DRG, co reaction could be seen in both neu¡onal and non-

neuronal elements. Neuronal cell populations exhibited very heterogeneous co staining

(Fig' lA,c), while uniform densities of co reaction product were observed within

satellite cells populations (Fig. 1A). The subtle gradations in co staining intensities

among DRG neurorìs were more apparent in tissues fixed with paraformaldehyde and

picric acid (Fig. lA,c), than in tissue fixed with glutaraldehyde (Fig. 1B). As noted by

others (32), glutaraldehyde fixation appeared to reduce co activity and raise the

histochemical detection threshold of this enzyme. In paraformaldehyde-picric fixed

DRG sections, many neurons showing high co activity were of medium to large size

(>1200 pm2) with relatively few small type B neurons exhibiting dense reaction product

(Fig. 1c). However, cells of ali sizes in the same section could be seen to exhibit light,

moderate or dense co staining (Fig. lc). Heterogeneity in the patterns of intracellular

co reaction product deposition was also observed among DRG neurons. Homogeneous

intracellular staining was the most comÍron and consisted of evenly dispersed co
reaction product (Fig. 1c). Perinuclear staining was observed in a small number of cells

and was characterized by more intense reaction product deposition near the nuclea¡

envelope (Fig. 1F). Eccentric staining was also observed in a small number of cells and

was characterized by dense co product deposition in one region of the cytoplasm while

the test of the cell body was less intensely stained (Fig. lB,c,D). These staining

pattems and densities were found to be reproducible between animals and between

sections through the same cells (compate Fig. lD and E).

The pattern of co staining within the dorsal horn of the L4 sphal cord segment is

shown i¡ Fig. lG. whereas the staining in most of the do¡sal horn could be de.scribed in



relative terms as mderate, that in the substantia gelatinosa (SG) and marginal zone.\¡/as

noticeably less derrse. A few cells intersely-stained for co we¡e occasionally seen

within the marginal zone or outer sG. Generally these cells had diameters ranging from

l0 to 15 ¡rm, and although present throughout the L4 segment, were rare enough that

they were not seen iJr every section. These neutons app€ar to be too small to be marginal

cells, and from their size and position, are more likely to be members of the sG cell

population termed limiting cells (3). somewhat more numerous were small, very lightly

stained neurors which were distributed throughout the sG. The differences in staining

intensities between the SG and the rest of the dorsal horn was most evident in material

post-fixed for 2 hr rather than for longer times.

In control incubations without c¡ochrome c, ganglion cells displayed a greatly

attenuated reaction after incubation times of 2 and 5 hr but the general pattern of staining

was the same as that seen with complete medium (Table l). The persistence of staining

in DRG neurons may be attributable to the presence of some functional endogenous

cytochrome c. The intensity of co staining in both DRG neurons and satellite cells

showed concentration dependency for inhibition by cyanide. Reactivity in both types of

cells was completely abolished with concentratiors of 0.01 and 1.0 mM cyanide in the

complete incubation medium but was still marginally apparent in the presence of 1 ¡rM

cyanide' The relatively low level of activity seen in the absence of cytochrome c was

abolished with 10 pM cyanide (Table 1).

To allow the interpretation that the staining intensities seen reflected proportional

differences in the activity of co within different cells required that the rate of reaction

product deposition be linear over the time periods at which compadsons were made.

This should be ¡eflected by the linear inc¡ease of optical density per time of incubation

for all density ranges observed. In repeated density measurements of the same DRG

neurons and spinal cord sections, this was found to be the case. The activity of co was



very nearly linear for up to 4 hours in 110 of the DRG cells followed, for up to 6 hours in

anothet 479 cells, and for up to 8 hours in 8 separate regiors of the substantia gelatinosa

in L4 spinal cord sections. Examples of time density curves for 5 individual ganglion

neurorls exlibiting a range of co activities is shown in Fig. 2A. The extrapolated

intersection of these lines at or near the origin is consistent with the negligible optical

dersities (<0.001) seen in unreacted sectiors, i.e. at the zero incubation time. As shown

in Fig. 2B' a linear time/density behavior was also observed for the population as a

whole.

Quantitative Analysis

Area and OD measurements of DRG neuronal cell bodies showed that values

formed continuur$ across the entire range of area and co teaction dersities

encountered. optical dersity values for 99vo of the cells ranged from 0.032 to 0.19 oD

units and cell cross-sectional area ranged from 131 to 4738 pm2. As shown in Tables 2

and 3, the population of cells comprising the very small and small size categories

contained a relatively high percentage of light staining cells. The very small size group

had no dersely stained cells while the small size category had very few. The cells in

these two size birs accounted for 507o ofall cells analyzed and the frequency distribution

of these cells (Fig. 3B) concurs with previous work (26) in that ceils ranging in size from

200 prn2 to 1000 ¡rm2 constitute the bulk of the small Btype cell population of the

dorsal root ganglion. cells greater than 1000 pm2 we¡e divided i¡to two size birrs (1000

to 1800 ¡rm2, medium size; >1800 pm2, lurg" size) for reasors given under Data

Analysis in the Methods section. The medium size cell category represented l97o of all

cells and contained an equal percentage of both lightly and moderately stained cells with

a lesser, though not imignificant, number of densely stained cells. The large cell

population had the lowest percentage of light cells and the highest percentage of both



moderately and derìsely stained cells of the three areal categories. The large size cells

represented 377o of the anaTyzed cell population.

Area frequency distributions of absolute numbers for the three oD categories

revealed that a relatively large number of lightly stained cells were of small size while

moderately stained cells were found in similar numbers in both large and small size

categories. Relatively few cells of any size exhibited dense co reaction product (Fig.

3A). Examination of the oD frequency distribution for each of the three size categories

revealed that many small cells contained tittle co reaction product, while medium and

large cells were fewer in number and displayed co intensities covering a broader range

of oD values. The large size category had the highest numbers of densely stained cells

(Fig. 3c)' The plots of the number of cells against oD units shown in Fig. 3c were

generated using three cell size bins after it was determined that the two smallest size

categories (less than 500 ¡rm2 and 500 to 100o ¡rm2) were distributed similarly (Fig. 3D).

In a scatter plot of oD value against cross-sectional area or the !271neurons (Fig. 5),

analysis of the Linear regression demonstrated a line with a positive slope. The data,

analyzed by spearman's rank conelation, indicated a significant positive association

(r=0.43) between OD and neuronal cross- sectional area (p<.001).

Colocalization of CA and CO

In contrast to co, the cA reaction within DRG did not appear to vary disueetly

across the range of product densities presenu most cells were either densely s[ained or

not reactive at all, although a very few did demonstrate moderate staining. Those which

were positive were predominantly large cells, although some small cells were clearly

stained as well (Fig. 5B,D,F). Positive cA stainirrg was seen in some axons and in many
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neuronal nuclei regardless of the intensity of the reaction product in the cell cytoplasm.

The levels of co staining dersity in cA stained neurons as determined in both

adjacent or sequentially processed sections is shown in Fig. 5dB and Fig. 5C_F,

respectively. some individual DRG cells could be identified in adjacent sections as both

densely stained for co (Fig. 5A) and positive for cA (Fig. 5B). In serially processed

tissue it can be seen that all neurons with dense co staining (Fig. 5c) are consistently

positive for cA (Fig. 5D). However, some cA-positive cells (Fig 5F) are seen with light

staining for co (Fig. 5D). This agrees with our visual estimates indicating a greater

number of cA-positive cells per section compared with those densely stained for co.

It is important to note that in black-and-white photomicrographs of sequentially

processed sections, some cells showing a dense co reaction are seen to be orrly

marginally more densely stained after the cA reaction giving the impression that it may

have been diffTcult to discem cA-staining in such cells. However, in the Light

microscope, brown reaction product irr sections reacted fltst for co was clearly

distinguishable from black or gray reaction product subsequently generated in sections

teacted for cA. Moreover, in control sections processed fìrst for co and then fo¡ cA in

the presence of acetazolamide, no black or gray cytoplasmic staining was evident even in

derse co-reacted cells indicating that what was judged to be cA staining was not simply

due to intensification of co reaction product in these cells by the cobalt present in the

CA incubation medium.



DISCUSSION

The present results confirm previous histochemical observations showing a

heterogeneous distribution of co activity in the primary afferent neuronal cell population

i¡ DRG of rat (50) and extend these observations to an analysis on a quantitative basis.

ou¡ results can be summarized as follows: 1.) The dersitometric technique used to

demonstrate co heterogeneity was shown to be quantitative by the linear increase in co
reaction product deposition over time withi¡ individual neurons. Linear increases were

seen within cells over a wide range of staining densities and this observation i¡dicates

that the propoftional optical densities measured truly reflect proportional cellular

activities of this enzyme; 2.) The staining intensity in most small type B cells (over 75%)

fell within the most faintly reactive quadrant. The remaining 25% of the type B cells

showed derrsities which matched the heterogeneity and range of staining intensities

displayed by the rest of the population of DRG cells; 3.) Although there was a trend

towards higher co activity in larger cells, the data suggests that cell size is only a minor

determinant of co content; and 4.) The presence of high co activity is invariably

accompanied by positive staining for CA, but the presence of CA is not always

accompanied by high CO activity.

C¡tochrome ofdase

The feasibility of quantitative dersitometric measurements of co reaction product in

individual cells and neurons has been demonstrated previously in a number of systems

(21,36,50). Differences with regard to the present method and its characterization are,

however, notev/orthy. Repeated determination of co product deposition in the same

cells was undertaken as the most rigorous possible evaluation of linearity of the reaction

over time. It allowed comparative characterization of the linearity in both light and dark-



staining neurons and provided data on the progression of staining in the selected cells.

The neuronal nucleus was excluded from measurements since it is unstained and would

therefore lower the average oD of small cells to a greater extent than it would large cells.

The whole cytoplasm of the neuronal cell body was selected for density determination,

thereby averaging out the non-homogeneous cloplasmic staining observed in some cells.

Finally, we used tissues which were fîxed with paraformaldehyde-picric acid fixative.

under these conditions, the population of co reacted cells presented a more

heterogeneous staining pattern than with glutaraldehyde fïxation and allowed analysis of

cells falling irrto a greater number of discrete optical density categories. The data

presented here argue for the validity of proportional measures of co activity obtained

following this fixation procedure. Moreover, unlike the stronger fixatives more generally

used fo¡ co, this fixation is compatible with histochemistry and immunohistochemistry

for a wide range of substances that may be simultaneously examined in tissues prepared

for CO histochemistry.

our results are consistent with reports by others (45,46,50) that co activity is also

heterogeneously distributed withir the dorsal hom of the spinal cord. It is likely that the

light co staining observed in the sG reflects relatively low activity in both intrircic

neuronal elements and primary afferent terminals within this area. The sG receives most

of its primary afferent projections from type B cells, the majority of which displayed low

leveis of co activity, whereas a higher proportion of large cells l¡nown to innervate

mainly the more intensely staining deeper dorsal hom laminae, showed moderate or high

levels of activity. It appears then from these examples that the co-staining within the

terminal fields of different classes of primary afferents conelates reasonably well with

that of their cell bodies in DRG.

In view of the role of co in cellular energy production, the large scatter observed in



the profile of co density versus DRG cell size suggests that factors other than merely

cell size must exert a more powerful i¡fluence on the energy demands of these neurons.

Given demonstrated conelatio¡rs between neuronal co and the long-term functional

activity of neurons (33), it is likely that co levels reflect patterns of electrical activity in

DRG neurors as has been previously suggested (50). Thus, cells with high co activity

may exhibit either frequent bouts of high fring rates or continuously maintained but

more moderate rates of firing.

The present study focussed on the 4th lumbar (L4) ganglion containing the cell

bodies of cutaneous and muscle afferent fibers carried within the sciatic newe.

Presumably the pattern of co activity in this ganglion is a reflection of impulse traffic in

L4 afferents and may not necessarily relate to any other ganglia. For irstance,

differences might be encountered due to divergent levels of activity seen in various

muscle afferents (19). Thus, if co staining densities in distinct DRG neuronal

populations reflect largely the characte¡istic firing pattems required for the transmission

of particular sersory modalitias, then it would not be urueasonable to expect that cell

number versus co density profiles in other ganglia may be different from those observed

here in L4 DRG. The present quantitative data may not necessarily be extrapolated to

ganglia at other spinal levels.

It remains to be determined whether a particular level of co intersity withil DRG

neurons reflects the elecfophysiological activity of distinct subpopulations of DRG cells

that have coÍrmon neurochemical characteristics and transmit common sensory

modalities. The histochemical procedures outlined for co in this report allow

investigation of the former issue since the procedures are readily compatible with

simultaneous determination of other histochemical and immunohistochemical features of

individual DRG cells. The issue concerning relationships between the neurochemical



features of DRG neurons and the sensory modalities they trarìsmit may also be

approached by an extension of the present methods to analyses of co in experimental

animals. For example, increases in co staining intensity in neural structures have been

reported to occur after relatively short periods of stimulation (i9,35). Thus, quantitative

examination of neuronal co staining densities in gangtia of animals subjected to stimuli

that selectively activate specifîc classes of serìsory nerve fibers may reveal increased

staining in distinct subpopulatiorrs of DRG neurons. These subpopulations may then be

identifïed according to their neuropeptide or enzyme content.

Carbonic anhydrase

As shown by others (24,25,34,40,41). most CA positive DRG neurors were of the

largest class. However, in contrast to previous reports, some small cells were also found

to be cA-positive and we presume that this may be due to the different fixatives utilized.

Since strong tissue fixation inactivates a fair proportion of CA activity (29,35), the

weaker fixative used here may have led to greater cA activity, Indeed, our estimate of

total cA-positive cells in the L4 DRG was 40vo. Previous estimates of the proportion of

all neurons containing cA in lumbar DRG have ranged from 20 to 3gvo (24,25,34,40,41)

and that of all intermediate to large cells from 38 to 55vo (24,25,4r). It should be noted

that accurate cell size measurements of cA reacted cells may need to take into account

the uniformiy and intensely cA-stained satellite cells sunounding cA-positive DRG

neuroß (34) which may give these neuroffi a larger appearance.

From the presence of CA in all cells showing high CO activity and given the

particþation of cA in promoting the transport of carbon dioxide in metabolically active

cells, it may be reasonable to conside¡ that it too is present in proportion to cellular

enetgy requirements, However, this assumed relatiorship remairs to be proven,



particularly given our observation that cA-containing DRG neurons outnumber those

densely stained for co. The proportions of cA-positive cells cited above were higher

than the p€rcentages of all cells, large ceils or large plus medium size cells that were

classified here as containing dense co staining. Thus, not a1l cells with dense cA
stainhg exhibit dense or even moderate co staining. This is dramatically illusttated by

the presence of CA-positive cells that in fact were cleatly light for CO staining.

These resuhs suggest that the role of cA may not be related entirely to energy

metabolism withh DRG neu¡ons. This possibitity has been noted and discussed by

others (24,25,29,40) in relation to other known functions of cA (ó). one role speculated

on here concems the reportedly high chloride ion levels in DRG neurons (23) and the

telationship between cA and chloride transport that has been demonstrated in other cell

typas (4,31). Given the possibility that transmembrane movements of this ion in the

central terminals of some sensory neurons may be responsible for genetating presynaptic

fuhibition manifested as primary afferent depolarization (5), cA-positive DRG neurons

may represent those subject to presynaptic inhibition by this ionic mechanism.

Alternatively, cA may participate in maintaining appropriate chloride ion distributions

actoss membranes at some peripheral sensory endings where transmemb¡ane fluxes of

this ion may be involved in the production of receptor potentials. The presence of cA in

DRG neurons with light co staining does not exclude the previously suggested

possibility that cA is localized to a very large extent in muscle affe¡ents (r,24,25,29,41),

but does cast doubt on the suggestion that all cA-positive DRG neurons, be they muscle

afferents or not, are tonically active.
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FIGURELEGENDS

Fig. 1. Photomicrographs showing the histochemical localization of co activity in

sections of lumbar DRG and spinal cord. (A) A 5 ¡rm section showing the heterogeneity

of co activity among DRG neurons. Non-neuronal co staining is seen in satellite cells

(arrows). (B) A section of DRG which was fixed i¡ a glutaraldehyde-containing fixative.

Note the reduced co staining heterogeneity among neurors compared with A and c (c)

Higher magnification of the section shown in (A) in which the three descriptive

categories of co staining interrsity used in the text are indicated by L for light staining,

M fo¡ moderate staining and D for dense staining. (D,E) Two adjacent sections

showilg the reproducibility of staining densities from section to section in corresponding

neurons i¡dicated by numbers. (F) cells showing perinuclear deposition of co reaction

product (arrows). Irr B, c, and D note the eccentrically located region of de¡Lse staining

i¡ some neurons (arrowheads). (G) A spinal cord section showing much lighter staining

in the substantia gelatinosa than the subjacent laminae. Note the mediolateral gradient in

staining intensity which was a co¡rsistent observation. very few neurons display a dense

CO reaction (anow). Magnifications: (A,C) X 140; (B) X 240; (D,E) X 430; (F) X 340;

(G) X 12s.

Fig' 2. (A) Time course of co histochemical staining density in each of five individual

neuronal cell bodies in sections of DRG. The five cells illustrate linearity of reaction

product deposition at different staining densities. (B) Time course of co histochemical

staining density in populations of DRG neurons. The optical dersities of the 479 cells

reacted for 6 hours were divided into fîve bins of cells sharing coÍrmon group densities

and the average density in each bin was then plotted against time. The densities of cells

in each group were averaged for each time point. standard enors are encompassed by
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the symbols at each data point. Fig. 3. Frequency distributions of co reacted neurors in

a dorsal root ganglion. (A) Frequency dist¡ibution of neuronal cross-sectional area for

classes of cells designated as exhibiting light, moderate or dense co reaction product.

(B) Frequency distribution of the size of all analyzed cells expressed as percentage of

total cell number. (c) Plot of number of cells agairst optical dersity of co reaction

product for three size categories of cells (small, medium and large). (D) Frequency

distribution of co reaction density in the two smallest size categories of cells expressed

as percent of total ceils in each size category. ß500 ¡rm2, circles; >50O to <1000 ¡rm2,

squares)

Fig. 4. A scatter plot of neuronal cross-sectional a¡ea and co teaction dersity for all

analyzsd cells including the plot of linear regressíon. Arrows on the right indicate

dersities at which cells were subdivided into the three co staining categories light (L),

moderate (lvf), or dense (D) depicted iî Fig. 34. Arrows above the plot indicate size

limits for designation of cells as small, medium or large.

Fig. 5. Photomicrographs of DRG sections showing the relationship between co and

CA activity in neurons. (A,B) Adjacent sections reacted for CO (A) or for CA (B). Note

that most cells with dense co staining are also positive for cA (conesponding cells

indicated by arrows). (c,D) Photomicrographs of the same section processed

histochemically for co (c), photographed, and then processed histochemically for cA
(D). Virtually all cells designated as densely stained for co (anows) also exhibit cA

reaction product (D, conesponding anows). (E,F) Higher magnification of sections

shown in (c,D). Note that some cA- positive cells (F, anows) are lightly stained for co
(8, anows). Magnificatiors: (A,B) X 145; (C,D) X ?0; (E,F) X 140.



Table 1. optical density measurements of co reaction product in DRG neurons under
standard and various control hcubation conditio¡ls.

Treatment

Optical density
Reaction Time
2 hours n

Reaction Time
5 hours n

normal medium (NM)
NM + 10 ¡rM KCN
NM + l MMKCN
NM -cytochrome C
NM -cytochrome C +

10 sM KCN

0.035!0.001 (100)
0.005 + 0.0006 (14)

0.001
0.002 (s)
0.001

0.08 + 0.6619 ¡1go¡
0.023 + 0.@08 (29)

0.001
0.01? ! 0.0008 (21)

0.001

99
13

120
85

87

Values represent means I s.E.M. of the indicated number (n) 
"r ""tt. 

*JyrJ ¡*ãh
condition. values in parentheses indicate optical densities expressed as a percentage of
those obtained in normal medium. For densities less than or åqual to 0.00ã., the deLity
in a single random field within a ganglion section is given since cell borders *"." not
readily identifiable. KCN, potassium cyanide.



Table 2. Number of smali, medium ând largs DRG neurons exhibiting light, moderate
or dense co reaction product as â perc€ntage of all neurons within each síze category,

Cross Sectional Area (¡rm2)

Optical Dersity+
Small*

5500 >500 to <1000
Medium
>1000 to <1800

large
>1800

Light

Moderate

Derse

32.7

51.8

15.5

'7'7.0

23.O

0

'74.8

23.2

1.9

43.3

43.3

13.4

* Small cells are subdivided into two size categories.
+ 

Quantitative optical dersity designations of light, moderate and derse co reaction
product are indicated in the text under Data Analysis in Methods section.
values i¡dicate the percentage of cells in each size category exhibiting a particular
staining dersity.
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Table 3' Number of small, medium and large DRG neurons exhibiting light, moderate
or dense CO reaction product as a percentage of all neurons analyzed.

Cross Sectional A¡ea (pm2)

Smallx
<500 >50O to < 1000

Medium
>1000 to 51800

Large
>1800

Total%
by
optical
density

Optical

Dersity+

Light

Moderate

Derse

Total Vo 12.7
by size

9.8

2.9

0

10.1

16.0

4.8

8.4

8.4

2.6

27.6

8.ó

o.7

55.9

36.0

8.1

3ó.9 19.4 30.9

* Small cells ur" ruMiuid"
+ 

Quantitative optical density designatiors of light, moderate and dense co reaction
product are indicated in the text.

values indicate the number o-f DRG cells exhibiting a particular size and co staining
derrsity as a percentage of all the cells analyzed. Total vo by dersity indicates thã
percentage of all size categories exhibiting a particular staining density. Total % by
size ildicates the number of cells in each size category as a percentage of all the cells
analyznd.
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Pa¡t III

Analysis of pawalbumin and calbindin D28k-immunoreactive neurors in dorsal root

ganglia of rat in relation to their cytochrome oxidase and carbonic anhydras€ content

P.A. Can, T. Yamarnoto, G. Karmy, K.G. Baimbridge and J.I. Nagy

Neutoscience (1989) 33; 363-371



abstract--Histochemical and immunohistochemical techniques were used to determine

relationships between the pawalbumin or calbindin D2gk content and the cytochrome

oxidase or carbonic anhydrase activity of neurons in lumbar dorsal root ganglia in rat.

subpopulatiors of dorsal root ganglion neuroris that displayed pawalbumin- or calbindin

D28k-immunoreactivity were classified as containing either tight, moderate or dense

histochemical reaction product for clochrome oxidase and either a positive or negative

reaction for carbonic anhydrase. It was found that approxima fely 90vo of all

parvalbumin and calbindin D28k-immunoreactive cells exhibited dense staining for

cytochrome oxidase and that 87% of parvalbumin - and 76vo of calbi_ndin D2gk-

immunoreactive cells were positive for carbonic anhydrase. conversely, g5zo of all cells

with a dense cytochrome oxidase reaction contained parvalbumin and calbindin D2gk.

Although not quantified, it appeared that many, but not all, carbonic anhydrase positive

cells contained parvalbumin or calbindin D2gk.

These results indicate the existence of a subpopulation of primary sensory neuroris

that contains parvalbumin and calbindin D2Bk and that expresses high levels of

cytochrome oxidase and carbonic anhydrase activity. It is suggested that primary

afferent neurons with this cytochemical profile transmit a sensory modality that requires

them to discharge rapidly and/or frequently. The existence of a subpopulation of

carbonic anlydrase-positive cells that lack immunoreactivity for parvalbumin or

calbindi¡ D28k suggests that the role of carbonic anhydrase in some sersory neurons is

unrelated to functiors requiring these calcium binding proteins.



The identification of an increasing number of calcium binding proteins that are

selectively expressed in different cell types has allowed conceptuaüzation of how

calcium is able to serve as a second messenger for an immerse range of intracellular

events and how specificity of calcium actions are achieved. However, the proliferation

of these proteirs has generated the problem of deciphering the mechanism whereby each

promotes or regulates the actions of calcium, Two such proteins that have recently

received corsiderable attention are calbindin D2sk (caBp), originally refened to as

vitamin D- dependent calcium binding proteiÍ (3?), and parvalbumin (pV). Both pV and

CaBP have been found il a wide variety of peripheral tissue,s (5,14,15,24) as well as in

the central nervous system (cNS) where, although both pv and caBp are again widely

distributed, they occur only in disuete populations of neurons within any particular

structure (1,2,8,9,13,1ó,18,33). The diverse distributions of pv and caBp suggesr their

involvement in calcium-dependent processes that are common to functionally disparate

types of cells and neurons. one possible role postulated for both proteins, partly on the

basis of such commonality of cellular function, is that they sewe to buffer or sequester

calcium i¡ cells that are highly metabolically ot electrically active (2,9,15,1g). Thus, in

the CNS both PV and CaBP are often, though not always, found in neurons that are

characterized by their high firing rates. It remairc to be determined, however, whether

the putative buffering capacity of either PV or caBp is genetally required in all neuro¡s

that maintain high levels of electrical activity or whether their presence is a reflection of

more subtle requirements for calcium regulation in some very active neurors.

As in neurons elsewhere, calcium has a host of complex functions in primary sensory

neurons within dorsal root ganglia (DRG) including mediation of transmitter or

modulator release at central and peripheral sersory terminals, production of calcium

spikes and regulation of intracellular energy metabolism (12,19,23,30,44). The presence

of PV and CaBP in DRG neurons, as recently de,sc¡ibed (6,14,27), provides the
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opportunity to conelate the suggested roles of these proteirs in calcium regulation with

emerging knowledge of the electrical, biochemical and neurochemical properties of

various subpopulations of these neurons. Histochemical studies have shown that these

properties include remarkably heterogenous levels of the enzymes c¡ochrome oxidase

(CO) (7,43) and carbonic anhydrase (CA) (17,25,28,32,38,39) among DRG neuro¡s. In

most neural systems, histochemical staining density for co is now a well established

indicator of long-term pattems of neuronal electrical activity (43). In the case of cA, at

least one of its many proposed roles is to facilitate temoval of carbon dioxide generated

in active cells (11). In view of evidence and speculations suggesting the preferential

localization of PV and caBP in neurons that are prone to relatively rapid or frequent

discharge, we have investigated the relatiorships between the pv or caBp content of

DRG neurons and their levels of CO or CA.

METHODS

Tissue Preparation

Adult, male sprague Dawley rats weighing 250-350 g were anesthetized with chlo¡al

hydrate and perfused trarscardially with cold (4oc) 0.ga/o saline containing 0.1% sodium

nitrite and 10o units of heparin. This was immediately followed by cold (4oc) freshJy

ptepared fixative consisting of 4vo paraformaldehy de and 0.l6vo picric acid in 0.1 M

sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, (para-picric fixative) (46) or 0.2% glutaraldehyde,

O.767o picnc acid and 4Vo paralormaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (para_

picric-glu fixative). After perfusion, the L4 and L5 dorsal root ganglia (DRG) were

removed and immersed in cold para-picric fixative for 2 lt. The ganglia were then

stored in cryoprotectant solutions containing 157o sucrose and 0.00lzo sodium azide in

0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, or 25Vo sucrose with l\Vo glycerol in 50 mM phosphate

buffer, pH 7.4, for cryostat or freezing microtome sectioning, respectively. Dorsal root
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ganglia sections were cut either on a cryostat (Leitz) at thickness of 5-15 pm and thaw-

mounted onto gelatinized slides, or on a freezing microtome at a thickness of 20 ¡rm and

collected into cold 0.9% saline in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, (pBS).

Colocalization

Sections of DRG were processed immunohistochemically for pV or CaBp and

histochemically for co or cA. Determination of the relationship between the pV or

caBP content and the co or cA content of DRG neurons was undertaken by analysis of

adjacent or sequentially processed sections. Adjacent cryostat sections were cut from

para-picric fixed tissue and collected on separate slides. preliminary data was obtained

from sections cut at a thickness of 5-8 ¡rm; all data presented here were derived from

sectiors cut at 7 Fm. Pairs of slides were generated for the localization of pv- or caBp-

posítive cells in sections on one slide and estimation of co o¡ cA reaction product in

adjacent sections on another slide. All immunohistochemical processing of adjacent

sections was caried out using the peroxidase-antiperoxidase (pAp) method for

convenience of photography. Reacted sections were coverslipped with glycerol-water

(3:1) and corresponding areas of adjacent sectiors were photographed to enable precise

alignment of the same cells in photomicrographs.

Sections processed sequentially were reacted fîrst for pV- or CaBp-

immunofluorescence, coverslipped with anti-fade medium (36) and then photographed.

The coverslips were then removed in either 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7 .4, (pB)

or PB containin g 4vo srcrose, and the tissue washed for 20 min in two changes of pB.

Following the wash, the sections were reacted for CO or CA hjstochemistry.

Immunofluorescence was used for all immunohistochemical procedures in sequentially

processed tissue to allow zubsequent visualization of co o¡ cA histochemical reaction



product. In photomicrographs of the same a¡eas in either adjacent or sequentially

processed sections, only conesponding cells identifiable in both photographic prints were

included in the analysis.

I¡nmunohistochemical techniques

All immunohistochemistry was conducted on slide-mounted sections except those

taken for combination with free-floating carbonic anhydrase histochemistry as described

below. well characterized polyclonal antibodies against pv or caBp were generated in

rabbit (5,21) and used at dilutions of 1:400-1:2000 in pBS containi ng o.3vo Triton X-100

(PBS-T) for adjacent sections processed by immunoperoxidase and in pBS alone for

sectiors sequentially processed by immunofluorescence. Sections we¡e incubated with

primary antisera for 40-68 hr at 4oc followed by a 40 min wash with two changes of

PBS-T at room temperature. Triton x-100 was excluded from all washes of sequentially

processed tissues. sections processed by the pAp method were incubated for two hours

in secondary media consisting of goat anti-rabbit IgG (stemberger-Meyer) diluted 1:20

in PBS-T and 1% bovine serum albumin (BsA). They were then washed for 40 min in

two changes of PBS-T and incubated for two hours at room temperature in rabbit pAp

(1:100) (sternberger-Meyer) diluted i¡ pBS-T and 1% BsA. The sections were then

washed in PBS-T for 20 min and washed for a further 20 mirr in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer,

pH 7'4. Peroxidase activity was then visualized by reacting the sectiors ìn 50 mM T¡is-

buffer containing 0.005% hydrogen peroxide and 0.02vo diamhobenzidine for 5-10 min.

The sections were then dried and coverslipped with glycerol-water (3:l). For

immunofluorescence, sections incubated with primary antibody were washed and then

incubated for 40 min to one hour with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated donkey

anti-¡abbit IgG (Amersham) at a dilution of 1:20 in pBS with 1% BSA. sections were

then washed for 30 min in PBS and coverstpped with glycerol-water (3:1) or anti-fade
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medium. The sections were then photographed, the coverslip removed, and the tissues

prepared for sequential histochemical processing as desc¡ibed below.

Cytochrome Oxidase Eistochemistry

cytochrome oxidase histochemistry was conducted usilg a slight modification of the

wong-Riley method (40) i¡ which the reaction medium contained one half the

concentration of diaminobenzi úne (0.025%) in pB with 4% sucrose and 0,037o

c¡tochrome c (sigma, type ltr). All incubations were conducted in the dark in a 37oc

constant temperature v/ater bath for 2-5 hr. Adjacent sections or sections which had

previously been reacted for immunofluorescence were washed for 30 min in two changes

of PB before immersion in the co incubation medium. The reaction was terminated by

two 15 min ¡inses of the sections in PB. The sectiors were then dried and coverslipped

with glycerol-water (3: 1).

Eistochemistry of carbonic anhydrase

Histochemistry for cA was conducted essentially as described by others (2g,3g)

except that weaker tissue fixatives (paraformaldehyde-picric acid) were used to allow

compatibility with caBP o¡ PV immunohistochemistry. The incubation medium

corsisted of 1.75 mM CoSO4, 11.7 mM KH2pO4, 157 mM NaHCO3, and 53 mM

H2SO4, pH ó.5, and was freshly made with each use (38). Some sections were

processed in incubation medium containing 0.01 mM acetazolamide, an inhibitor of cA

(11'20)' which was found to elimilate cloplasnric cA staining in the present studies.

Two procedures were used for cA histochemistry in combination with pv or caBp

immunohistochemistry. In the first case, adjacent cryostat sections of lumbar ganglia (L4

or L5) were cut at a thickness of 5 ¡rm and collected on separate gelatin-coated slides.
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one section was reacted for cA and the adjacent section for caBp or pV by the

immunoperoxidase method as described above. slide mounted sections were washed in

cold PB for t h¡ and then immersed into i¡cubation medium for 5 sec followed by

exposufe to the atmosphere for 30 sec. This immersion sequence was repeated for 30

min' Sections were then dipped in an aqueous solution of 0.5% ammonium sulphate for

3 min, washed in PB for 5 min, and coverslipped with a mixture of glycerol and 10 mM

PB (3:1). In the second procedure, sectiors were processed sequentially flrst fo¡ pv or

caBP and then for cA. Sectiors were cut on a sliding microtome at a thickness of 20

¡rm, collected and washed for t hr in PB, and then processed free fioating for pv or

caBP immunofluorescence as desc¡ibed above. The sections were then mounted onto

slides (not gelatin-coated) fuom a 25% sucrose and 10vo glycerol solution in 10 mM pB

@H7.9, allowed to dry slightly, coverslipped with this same solution and photogtaphed

using a Dialux 20 mìcroscope (Leitz) equipped with a L3 phloemopak filter cube. The

coverslips were then removed, the sections were carefully teased off the slides in pB, re-

mounted onto slides, and dried for 30 sec. The slide was then gently immersed into the

cA incubation medium in a man¡er that would allow the sections to float on the surface

of the medium. After 30 min the sections were collected onto slides, floated again on the

surface of 0.5% ammonium sulphate solution for 3 min, washed i¡ pB for 5 min and

finally mounted onto gelatin-coated südes and coverslipped with a mixture of glycerol

and 10 mM PB (3:1).

RESULTS

General considerations

Dorsal root ganglion sectio¡ls immunostained fo¡ pv or caBp by either

immunoperoxidase or immunofluorescence methods resulted in various intensities of

nuclear and cytoplasmic staining in neutonal cell bodies. Nevertheless, cells were clearly



identifiable as being immunopositive or negative for these proteins. In comparisons of

tissues fixed with or without glutaraldehyde, no readily discernible differences were

evident in the distribution or intersity of pv- or caBp-immunoreactivity in DRG

neurons. As described in more detail elsewhere (6), most pv-immunoreactive (pv-IR)

and caBP-immunoreactive (caBP-IR) neurons were large, presumably type A cells, but

a small number of these were clearly small type B neurons. Thorough analysis of the co
and cA content of these small cells was not conducted in this study since they could not

be identified with confidence and in suffîcient nurnbers in adjacent sectiors which was

deemed necessary to confïfln results obtained from sections processed sequentially. In

this regard, the similar results derived, at least for large cells, from a jacent and

sequentially processed sections indicates that prior processing of sections for

immunohistochemistry did not interfere with subsequent histochemical detection of co
or cA. In addition, it should be noted here that since pv appears to be contained almost

entirely in a subpopulation of DRG neurors containing caBp (6), observations with

respect to Pv can be considered to be, in part, confimâtory of those pertaining to caBp.

Examples of co staining density in pv-IR or caBp-IR neurons are presented with

both para-picric fixed and para-picric-glu fîxed tissues. The para-picric-glu fïx was

preferred for sections processed sequentially since it mo¡e consistently mahtained co
activity in sections previously processed for pv or caBp inmunofluorescence.

Howevet, while this fix preserved activity in cells heavily stained for co, it substantially

reduced co reaction product in lightly or moderately stained cells, thus limiting

comparisons of co density in these cells with pv or caBp content. Although

quantitative documentation of co dersity in pv- and cåBp-IR cells would have been

feasible, this was not conducted since cells densely stained for co with either fixative

were easily distinguished and the results conceming the colocalization of pv and caBp

in these cells were sufficiently clear.
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Correlation of PV-IR and CaBP-IR neurons with CO activity

comparison of caBP-IR cells with their co staining density in adjacent sections

obtained from para-picric fixed tissue is shown in Fig. 1A,8. In most cases where

corresponding cells were confïdently identified as such, câBp-IR cells (Fig. lA) were

corsistently the most densely stained for co (Fig. 1B). Most cells considered to be

moderately stained fo¡ co were devoid of caBp. similar results were obtained in

sectiors fixed with para-picric-glu and processed sequentially for caBp (Fig. lc)
followed by co (Fig. 1D). In this example, it can be seen that some small type B caBp-

IR neurons follow the co staining pattern of their large cell counterparts. From a count

of 532 caBP-IR neurons compiled from both adjacent and sequentially processed

sectiors, approximately 90vo of the caBP-IR cells exhibited the dersest co reaction seen

among DRG neuroß. The conesponding percentåges obtâiîed independently from

adjacent or sequentially processed sections were 95Vo and B4Vo, respectively.

Demonstrations of Co reaction dersities in pv-IR cells are shown in Fig. 2. In

adjacent sections obtained from ganglia fîxed with para-picric most large pv-IR neurons

(Fig. 2A) contained derse CO reaction product (Fig. 2B). This is also shown in Fig.

2c'D for large cells and in additíon illustrates relatively rare examples of adjacent

sections through small DRG neurons which happened to be immunopositive fot pV;

these were also found to exhibit a dense co reaction. In sequentially processed sections

(Fig. 2E,F) from para-picric fìxed tissue the correspondence between pv-IR cells and

cells densely stained for co is still evident but less striking due to loss of co activity

with the weaker fix. This illustrates the degree of co activity loss that occurs when

sections are sequentially processed for immunofluorescence followed by co without at

least a low concentration of glutaraldehyde in the perfusion fixative. For comparison,
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sequentially processed sections of para-picric-glu fîxed tissues are shown in Fig. 2G and

H. From a count of 327 PV-IR neurons analyzed in sequentially processed and adjacent

sections, 897o of these displayed robust staining for co. The corresponding percentages

obt¿ined independently from adjacent or sequentially processed sections were gg% and

90%, respectively.

Correlation of PV-IR and CaBP-IR neurons with CA activity

our resuits concerning the appearance and localization of cA reaction product ia

DRG were similar to those described by others (25,26,25,38,39). In tissue fixed with

para-picric-g1u, DRG neurons displayed more intense cA staining than those in tissue

fìxed with para-picric. In the present study, the deposition of uniform gray or black CA

reaction product was considered to be indicative of those cells positive for cA.

comparisons of DRG neurors immunoreactive for PV or caBp with those positive for

CA are shown in Fig. 3. In adjacent sections of ganglia fixed with para-picric, most

caBP-IR cells (Fig. 3A) were found to be cA-reactive. similar results were obtained in

adjacent sectiors taken for comparison of PV with cA (not shown). In sections of

ganglia fixed with para-picric-glu and taken for sequential processing for CaBp or pV by

immunofluorescence followed by CA histochemistry, most CaBp-IR neuro¡ts (Fig. 3C)

were CA-positive (Fig. 3D) and similarly most PV-IR cells (Fig. 3E) were CA-positive

(Fig. 3F). From a count of 272 CaBP-IR neurons and 104 PV-IR neurons of all sizes,

7 6vo and 87 % of these, respectively, were found to be cA-positive. euantification of the

number of cells with cA reaction product but no immunoreaction for pv or caBp was

not undertaken in the pfesent study. However, many, but not all, CA-positive cells

contained PV or CaBP.



DISCUSSION

The main findings of the present report are that the majority of pv- and/or caBp-IR

neurons il lumbar DRG of rat contair cA and consistently exhibit derse staining for co
and that PV- and caBP-positive neurons represent a subpopulation of cells containing

cA. The similarities between PV-IR and caBp-IR neuro¡s with respect to their co and

cA content is consistent with our previous demonstrations of the colocalization of pv

within a subpopulation of caBP-po,sitive DRG neurorrs and with the observation that

nearly all DRG neurons that exhibit dense staining for co also contain cA (6,7). These

results taken together indicate the existence of a distinct subpopuiation of DRG neurons

that is distinguished by its parvalbumin [p], oxidase [O], calbindin D28k [e, and

anhydtase [A] content. For convenience, these will be referred to hencefo¡th as pocA-

positive, PocA-containing or simply PocA neurons. In considering this nomenclature,

we appreciate that the terms positive and containing imply presence or absence with

respect to co and cA, but recognize that all cells contain co activity and that probably

most DRG neurons and indeed most cell types express some level of cA (35) which is

not visualized histochemically in fixed tissue (34). Nevertheless, it appears that some

DRG neurons possess a far greater abundance of co and cA compared with their

neighbors and our ptoposed terminology is meant in reference to these relative

differences.

The elevated rates of production of co and cA in pocA neurons is assumed to have

functional relevance. Four points that may be pertinent in this regard include: 1)

correlatiors between the electrical activity of neurons and their co contenT (40,41,42);2)

conelations between the high PV and co content of some nuclei in brain (3,4); 3)

observations that PV-IR and CaBP-IR neurons in the cNS are often those with the

greatest flring rates (2,9,15,18); and 4) suggestiors that some, though perhaps not all,
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CA-containing neurons in DRG are likely to be tonicaliy active (7,25,26,28). On the

basis of these points and the present findilgs, we suggest that the subpopulation of DRG

cells displaying POCA a¡e among the most electrically active primary sensory neurons.

Conversely, our observation that the vast majority (over 85Vo) of DRG neurons with

dense staining for CO also contained PV and CaBP would support the suggestion that

these calcium binding proteirs may be required for their capacity to buffer heavy calcium

loads il nsüoÌìs thât flre rapidly and/or exhibit calcium spikes (8,9,14,15). The

requirement of the.se proteins in DRG neu¡ons that produce calcium currents (12,23,45)

remains uncertail since most POCA neurons were large type A cells whereas calcium

cunents in sensory neurons have been observed largely in somas with either

unmyelinated fibers (45), which a¡ise mostly fiom small type B cells, or with fibers

ending in high threshold sensory receptors (29) which are unlikely to be tonically active.

However, the possible requirement of PV and/or CaBP in such neurons is not excluded

given the presence of these proteirs in a subpopulation of small DRG neurons (6).

The occurrence of PV and CâBP in a very small proportion of DRG neurons that

exhibited light or moderate CO activity (<i0%) suggests either roles for these proteiru

additionai to calcium buffering in active cells or, altematively, thei¡ constitutive

expression in POCA cells that have somewhat reduced CO activity during periods of

electrical quiescence. In any case these cells and those densely stained for CO but

apparently lacking PV or CaBP (157o) are exceptiors that tend to negate our

interpretatiors and suggest i¡stead that POCA neurors rep¡esent a rather large, but

distinct subpopulation of cells containing either high CO activity or these calcium

binding proteins. However, several technical corsiderations need to be emphasized

regarding these exceptions. First, it should be noted that histochemistry and

immunohistochemistry afe seldom totally reliable. Second, there is likely a small error

associated with the identification of conesponding cells in adjacent sections. Third,



compared v/ith the density of CO or CA staining in a cell represented in the full thickness

of a section, the staining density in a cell only partially present in a section is likely to be

lower and such cells would have been included in the present counts. Finally, based on

dersitometric analysis of CO staining in over 1000 DRG neurons (7), judgements of

those presently designated as dersely stained were considered to be conservative. Thus,

our observation of about 907o colocaltzation of CaBP or PV in cells dersely stained for

CO and 76 to 87 Vo colocaltzation of these proteirs in cells positive for CA is probably an

underestimate of the true conespondence. Indeed in optimal material we found that the

correspondence between neurons densely stained for CO and those positive for PV or

CaBP approached 98%. T\e degree to which such a correspondence between high CO

activity and CaBP or PV content exists among central neurons remafurs to be determined.

Carbonic anhydrase has a variety of complex functions related to cell metabolism and

maintenance ofion homeostasis (10,11,22,31,35). Functions that may be most p€rtinent

to its Co2-hydrating activity in DRG neurons include facilitation of carbon dioxide

hansport in metabolically active cells and/or promotion of calcium sequestration within

intracellular organelles. Given the relatiorship between CO activity and neuronal energy

requirements, our observation, reported elsewhere (7), that very nearly all DRG nerrrons

with dense CO histochemical staining also contain CA could be considered as evidence

for these two possible roles of CA in at least some DRG neurons. This is now

particularly rei¡-forced by the proposed roles of PV and CâBP in electrically very active

cells and the colocaliz¡tion of these two proteirs in CA-positive DRG neu¡ons that also

exhibit derse staining for CO. However, there appear to be significant numbers of CA-

containing cells that exhibit very light CO reaction product which may indicate other

functiors for this enzyme (7). kr this context, it has been previously suggested that CA is

localized to a very large extent in, and may have some function related to, muscle

afferents (25,26,28,39). Notwithstanding the possibility that POCA cells may represent a



subpopulation of such afferents, the peripheral projections of, and sensory i¡formation

conveyed by, POCA neu¡ons remai¡s to be determined.
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FIGURELEGENDS

Figure 1. Photomicrographs of sectiors showing the relationship between the caBp

content and co activity of neurons in lumbar DRG. (A,B) Adjacent sectiors stained

immunohistochemically for caBP by immunoperoxirrase (A) or histochemically for co
(B). (C,D) Photomicrographs of the same section stained for CaBp by

immunofluorescence (c), photographed, and then stained histochemically for co (D).

Arrows in each pair of micrographs indicate examples of coresponding cells. Note the

co staining density in caBP-IR neurons. A and B depict sections from para-picric fixed

tissue, and c,D depicts a section from para-picric-glu fixed tissue. Magnifications:

(AB) x 110; (B,c) x 150.

Figure 2. Photomicrographs of sections showing the relationship between the pv content

and CO activity of neurons in lumbar DRG. (A,B,C,D) Adjacent sections stained

immunohistochemically for PV by immunoperoxidase (A,c) or histochemically for co
(B,D). (A) corresponds to (B) and (C) with (D). Note the CO staining dersity irr both

large and small PV-IR neurors indicated by anows in corresponding sections. (E,F) are

the same section and (G,H) are the same section stai¡ed for pv by immunofluorescence

(E,G), photographed, and stained histochemicaliy for CO (F,H). (E,F) and (c,H) depict

sectiors from para-picric or para-picric-glu fîxed tissue, respectively. Note the CO

staining density iî PV-IR neurons i¡dicated by arrows in conesponding sectiors.

Magnifications: (A,B) X 120; (C,D) X 180; (E,F) X 145; (G,H) X 150.



Figure 3. Photomicrographs of sections showing the relatiorship between the pV or

caBP content and cA activity of neurons in lumbar DRG. (A,B) Adjacent sections

stained immunohistochemically for caBP by immunoperoxidase (A) or histochemically

for CA (B). (C,D) are the same section and (E,F) are the same section stained for CaBp

(c) or PV (E) by immunofluorescence, photographed and then stained histochemically

for CA (D,F). Note that most, though not all, CaBP-IR and PV-IR neurons are CA-

positive. Immunopositive and CA-positive cells are indicated by anows in

corresponding micrographs, Magnificatiors: (A,B) X 210; (C,D) X 90; (E,F) X 75.
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Abstract--Immunohistochemical and histochemical techniques were used to re-examire

the extent to which neonatâl capsaicin treatment depletes calcitonin gene-related peptide

in the dorsal ho¡n of the spinal cord, to determine the localization of calcitonin gene-

related peptide in relation to that of fluoride-resistant acid phosphatase in lumbar dorsal

root ganglia, and to compare the distribution of these primary afferent markers in the

dorsal horn.

A substantial depletion of calcitonin gene-related peptide was obsewed in the do¡sal

hom of adult animals treated neonatally with capsaicin suggesting that a large proportion

of this peptide in the dorsal horn is contained within capsaicin-sensitive primary afferent

fibers. In dorsal ¡oot gangba 307o of all or 44% of small and medium sized calcitonin

gene-related p€ptide-immuno¡eactive cells were positive for fluoride-resistant acid

phosphatase. conversely, 50vo of cells positive for the phosphatase enzyme also

displayed immunoreactivity for the peptide. In lamina tr of the dorsal hom calcitonin

gene-related peptide and fluo¡ide-resistant acid phosphatase were found to have an

overlapping distribution. The presence of fluoride-resistant acid phosphatase in a

substantial proportion of neuropeptide-containing p¡imary sensory neurons suggests a

lack of segregation of sersory neuronal populations into peptide and non-peptide

containing subgroups at least on the basis of non-peptide neurolrs defined as those

containing fluoride-resistant acid phosphatase.



The distribution of calcitonin gene-related peptide (cGRp) in both the centtal and

peripheral nervous system has been well documented (g,10,14,16, 1i,1g,27,3},31)

considering its recent description (27). The relationship of this peptide with other

cytochemical markers has been particularly well defined in the sensory ganglia and spinal

cord of a number of specias (8,10,11,13,14,31,33). In sersory ganglia of rat, tp to 50Vo

of all neuro¡s contain cGRP-immunoreactivity (10,14,19) and a large proportion of

these also contai¡s substance P, somatostatin, galanin and various other peptides

(5'8'9'10'13'14'18'31). h the spinal cord, cGRp-immunoreactivity in fibers that are

thought to be largely of primary afferent origin are found distributed withi-n the

superficial dorsal hom in lamina I and lamina tr although there also appear to be a

number of cGRP-immunoreactive (GGRP-IR) fibers extendi¡g into lamina IrI and

deeper layers (1,2,10,29,31,32.33). Despite this wealth of documentation a number of

points conceming primary afferent CGRP remain uncertain.

First, variable results have been obtained conceming the degree to which neonatal

capsaicin treatment depletes CGRP-IR fibers in the spinal cord dorsal hom of rat. For

example, cGRP immunoreactivity following this treatment has been reported to be either

significantly reduced (31), slightly diminished (5), or even increased in certain areas of

the dorsal horn (11). Second, it has been zuggested that primary sensory C-fiber

afferents may be divided into two subgroups consisting of peptide and non-peptide-

containing neurons (12). Much of the support for this notion is derived from previous

demonstrations that peptides such as substance P and somatostatin are not found (23) or

only found rarely (4) within nonpeptide serìsory neurons represented by those containing

fluoride-resistant acid phosphatase (FRAP). Although a reasonable suggestion on the

basis of available data, a large number of peptides have been described and new peptide,s

continue to be found in primary sensory neurons. Thus, analyses of coexistence

possibilities have not been exhausted. Third, the populations of peptide and non-peptide
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containing primary sensory neurors are proposed to have somewhat different laminar

distributions in the zuperficial dorsal hom. For example, the localization of substance p

and somatostatin in this region has been described to be different than thât of FRAp (12;

see however, 23). However, the results of various studies that have mapped the

distribution of FRAP or peptides such as cGRp (3,10,23,26,31,33) in the superficial

dorsal hom of rat suggest that the ramifications of sensory fibers containing these

markers may partially overlap, although a direct comparison of the distributions of FRAp

and CGRP in this region has not been conducted.

In an attempt to clarify these issues, we exami¡ed the effect of neonatal capsaicin

treatment on cGRP-IR fibers in the do¡sal horn and compared the localization of cGRp

and FRAP in both dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons and the superficial dorsal hom.

MDTEODS

Tissue preparation

Adult, male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing z4o-3go g were anesthetized with chloral

hydrate and perfused trarscardially with cold (4oc) 09% saline containing 0.1% sodium

nitrite and 100 units of heparin followed by cold (4oc) freshly prepared fixative

corsisting of 47o pataformaldehyde and 0.16vo picric acid in 0.1 M sodium phosphate

buffer, pH 7,4 (34). After perfusion, the spinal cord and lumbar dorsal root ganglia were

immediately removed and posr fixed for 2 or 4 hr in cold fixative. The ganglia were

then stored in cold 75vo sucrose with 0.001% sodium azide i¡ 0.1 M phosphate buffer

(pH 7.4) and the spinal cords in a solution of 25% su*ose a¡d !0% glycerol i' 50 mM

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for at least 2 days. Transverse and horizontal sections of the

lumbar errlargement of the spinal cord were cut on a sliding microtome at a thickness of

20 ¡rm and collected into cold 0.97o sahne i¡ 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) (pBs).



sections of the fouúh lumbar dorsal root ganglia were cut on a eryoståt ([æitz) at a

thicl¡ness of 15 ¡rm and thaw-mounted onto gelatinized slides. sections of spinal cord

were also obtained from similarly prepared tissues of 12-13 week old adult rats that had

been injected neonatally with either capsaicin or vehicle as described elsewhere (20,22).

In brief, 48 hours after birth three male rats from the same litter received a single

subcutaneous injection of capsaicin (50 mg/kg) in 107o ethanol, 10% Tween-g0 and

0.9vo stenle saline. Three control üttermates received equal volumes of vehicle. The

effectiveness of this treâtment was confirmed in similarly treåted littermates that showed

a greater than 65% reduction in the number of FRAP-containing neurons in the DRG.

To determine the effect of neonatal capsaicin on the distribution of cGRp-IR fibers

in the spinal cord, tissue from both capsaicin and vehicle-injected animals were

processed by the peroxidase anti-peroxidase method. The relationship of cGRp to FRAp

in both DRG and the spinal cord was examined using tissue processed sequentially flust

for CGRP-immunofluorescence and then for FRAP histochemistry. Following the

immunofluorescence reaction, sequentially processed sections were coverslipped with l-
5% sucrose in 20 mM Tris-maleate buffer (pH 5.0). The tissue was then photographed,

the coverslips removed, and the slides washed for 14-18 hr in cold (4oC) Tris-maleate

buffer (pH 5.0). The sections were then reacted for FRAp histochemistry as described

below, coverslipped with glycerol-water (3:1) and rephotographed. In some instances,

cGRP-immunofluorescence as well as FRAP histochemical reaction product in spinal

cord sections was photographed after completion of FRAP histochemistry.

I¡nmunohistochemical techniques

All sections were incubated with rabbit antiserum to cGRp (penirsula) at a dilution

of either l:1000 o¡ 1:2000 in 0.1 M phosphate buffer containing 0.9% salne, 03%



Triton X-100 and 17o bovine serum albumin (PBS-T/BSA) for 40-68 hr at 4oc. The

sectiors were then washed for 40 min in two changes of pBS, either with 0.3vo Triton X-

100 (PBS-T) for peroxidase reacted sections or without Triton X-100 for

immunofluorescence reacted sections which were subsequently taken for FRAp

histochemistry. sections to be reacted by immunofluorescence were incubated with

Texas Red conjugated donkey anti-rabbit IgG (Amersham) (1:50) in pBS for r.5 hr at

room temperature followed by two 45 min washes in pBs. The sections were then

coverslipped, photographed and prepared for FRAp histochemistry as described above.

sections reacted by the peroxidase anti- peroxidase method were incubated fur goat anti-

rabbit rgG (stemberger-Meyer) diluted 1:20 in pBS-T/BSA, washed for 40 min in two

changes of PBS-T and then incubated in rabbit pAp (1:100) (sternberger-Meyer) in

PBS-T/BSA. The sectiors were then washed for 20 min in PBS-T and a fu¡ther 20 min

in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7 .e after which they were reacted for the visualiz¿tion of

peroxidase activity using 0.02% diaminobenzidine and 0.005% hydrogen peroxide in 50

mM Tris-HCl buffer. All peroxidase reacted tissue was mounted on slides, and then

dehydrated in alcohol, cleated in xylene and coverslipped with Lipshaw mounting

medium.

Fluoride-resistant acid phosphatase

Histochemical detection of FRAP was conducted according to a modifìcation of

methods previously described (20,23). Following an ovemight wash in cold 20 mM

Tris-maieate buffer (pH 5.0), the tissue was incubated for 14-lg hr at room temp€rature

in 20 mM Tris-maleate buffer (pH 5.0) containing 12 mM sodium glycerophosphate, 1.5

mM lead nitrate and 0.5 mM sodium fluoride. sections we¡e then quickly rirsed in

distilled water, incubated for 30 sec in 2% ammonium sulfide, again rinsed in water, and

then coverslipped with glycerol-water (3:1) and photographed.



RESULTS

Capsaicin treatment

The appearance of cGRP immunohistochemical staining in spinal cord sections from

vehicle- and capsaicin-injected animals is shown in Figures 1 and 2. In úansverse

sections of the lumbar spinal cord from control animals (Fig. 1A), cGRp-IR fibers were

concentrated in Lissauer's tract and in larnina I and tr of the dorsal horn with individual

ot conglomerates of several short shetches of fîbers extending into the dorsal portion of

lamina Itr. Fine GGRP-IR fibers were also observed throughout the remainder of the

dorsal horn. More prominent in many but not all sections were cGRp-stained fïber

bundles seen traversing lamina Itr, IV and v with some extending in a ventromedial

orientation toward lami¡a X. Densely stained collections of fibers were occasionally

observed il the dorsolateral funiculus while lightty stained fibers of a smaller calibre

were often visible in the dorsolateral portion of the dorsal column a jacent to the dorsal

horn. lvhen seen individually most of the cGRp-IR elements in the dorsal hom were

varicose, moderately stahed fibers interspersed with an abundance of immunoreactive

puncta. Some of the larger more densely stained fibers tended to exhibit a homogeneous

non-varicose staining pattem. The appearance of cGRp-immunoreactivity in transverse

sections f¡om capsaicin-treated animals (Fig. 18) is noticeably different from that seen i¡
control tissue. There was a substantial reduction in the dersity of stainìng for cGRp

tfuoughout the dorsal horrr with the greatest change occurring in the mid to ventral

portion of lamina tr and the whole of lamina Itr. A band of dense staining remained in

Iamina I and the most dorsal portion of lamina tr although the number of fibers wíthin,

and stainirrg density of, the band was considerably reduced. Immunoreactive fibers in

the dorsolateral funiculus were almost totally depleted as were the majority of lightly

stained fibers in the mo¡e ventral portions of the dorsal horn. The cGRp-IR fiber

bundles traversing lamina ltr, IV and v were also absent in many, but not all sections;

where present, their numbers were reduced,
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The effect of neonatal capsaicin treatment on cGRp immunoreactivity is most

evident in horizontal sectiors through superfîcial layers of the dorsal hom (Fig. 2). Just

superficial to and possibly within lamina I in sectiors from control animals (Fig. 2A), an

extensive and densely stained plexus of cGRp-IR fibers was observed traversing

mediolaterally or rost¡ocaudally and in many cases appeared to be connected with

rostrocaudally odented fTbers in Lissauer's tract and those in the superficial portion of

lamina tr. After capsaicin treatment, the largest of the cGttp-IR fiber plexi were no

longer present and the number of rostrocaudally oriented fibers in Lissauer,s tract was

greatly decreased (Fig. 2B). The remainhg cGRp-IR fibers were seen individually or in

disorganized clusters displaying tortuous confìguratiors. In horizontal sections through

lamina tr of control tissue (Fig. 2c), densely stained varicose fibers having largely a

rostrocaudal orientation predominated. After capsaicin treatment these fibers were

almost totally absent (Fig. 2D) leaving a disorganized anangement of cGRp-IR fibers

similar to that seen in lamina I of treated animals. The staining that persisted was

localized to i¡dividual puncta or to varicose or non-varicose fibers.

CGRP-FRAP colocalization

The localization of GGRP in relatíon to that of FRAP in DRG neurons is shown in

Figute 3. In sectiors stained for cGRP (Fig. 3A) large numbers of cells demonstrated

either homogeneous cytoplasmic staining or punctate immunofluorescence which is

generally considered to be associated with the Golgi apparatus. These staining patterns

varied in intensity from light to very brilliant. From estimates of the size of the cGRp-

positive cells based on visual comparisons with FRAp-containing neurors known to be

of the small type B category, it was determined that approxim ately 6gvo of the cGRp-IR

neurons were of approximately the same size as FRAp containing cells. This is in
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agre€ment with previous findings that ToTo of cGRp- and all FRAp-positive cells have

sizes rvithin the range of type B cells (14). However, il view of uncertainties regarding

the classification of intermediate size cells as type A or type B, it can not be concluded

that this percentage of cGRP-positive cells represents exclusively the type B cell

population. Thus we refer to this population of cGRp-positive cells (6g%) as small or

medium size cells without implying cell type. In the same section subsequently

processed for FRAP histochemistry, many small cells containing FRAp (Fig. 38)

exhibited a dense cytoplasmic reaction product while most uffeacted cells displayed

minimal background staining, In some cases variability in the quality of FRAp

histochemistry was evident between sections and between animals. However, cell counts

indicated that the intensity of staining, rather than the number of cells judged to be

positive, was most affected by a poorer reaction. Analysis of pairs of micrographs of the

same sections processed for GGRP and FRAp revealed that sovo of 1ó22 FRAp-positive

cells counted were irnmunoreactive for cGRp. From a count of 2g12 cGRp-positive

cetls, 307o contained FRAP reaction product. using the proportion of small and medium

cGRP cells that had been estimated to be approximately 6g%, it was calculated that 44vo

of these were also stained for FRAp. when the results from four animals were examined

separately it was found that the p€rcentage of FRAp-positive cells displaying cGRp

ranged from 36-7 rvo and the porcentage of cGRp-positive cells containing FRAp ranged

fuom 26'33vo. These variations between animals were likely due to the quality of cGRp-

and FRAP-staining rather than differences i¡ïerent in the animals since in tissues

exhibiting a high quality reaction the values obtained for the percentage of FRAp-

positive cells containing CGRP (55%) conespond closely to the overall avenge (Sovo),

The distribution of cGRP and FRAp positive fibers in the superficial dorsal horn is

shown in Figure 4. In fïgure 4A and 48, cGRp immunofluorescence (Fig. 4A) was

photographed before the section was reacted for FRAp histochemistry @ig. 4B). visual
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impection of these micrographs indicates that cGRp and FRAp staining overlap. This is

better illustrated in Figure 4c and D where the same fields within these micrographs are

closely opposed to allow comparison of localization. The higher magnifïcation

micrographs shown in Figure 4E to H are similar to those in Figure 4A to D exc€pt that

the section was photographed after it had been stained for both cGRp and FRAp. In
both these sets of micrographs it can be seen that the FRAp staining overlaps with the

most ventrally located CGRP immunofluorescence. The density of CGRp_

immunoreactivity in the region of overlap, however, was obviously lower than that seen

dorsal to the layer of FRAP staining. From comparisors of micrographs where cGRp

was photographed before or after completion of the FRAp reaction, we were unable to

estimate the degree to which cGRP-immunofluorescênce may have been obscured by the

FRAP reaction product in the regions where they overlapped.

Technical points

certain procedu¡es were determined to be necessary to allow sequential processhg of

DRG and cord sections frst for GGRP immunofluorqscence and then for FRAp

histochemistry. Following the immunofluorescent reaction it was found that

coverslipping with anti-fade medium or glycerol substantially reduced the FRAp

reaction. This difficulty was circumvented by coverslipping with l-5% sucrose i¡ 20

mM Tris-maleate buffer (pH 5.0). However, the absence of an anti-fade agent fur the

coverslipping medium nece-çsitated the use of a second antibody conjugated

fluorochrome that undergoes minimal quenching during photography. Texas Red was

found to be suitable in this respect. Despite collection of ganglion sections on gelatinized

slides, some sections coverslipped with the Tris-sucrose medium adhered and remained

attached to the coverslip upon coverslip removal. This did not effect the FRAp reaction

and it did not preclude photography of the same ganglion fîelds as were previously



photographed fo¡ cGRP lmmunofluorescence. An overnight wash in cold 20 mM Tris-

maleate buffer (pH 5.0) after tissues had been proc€ssed for cGRp immunofluorescence

was found to increase the intensity of the FRAp reaction compared with that seen in

tissue washed for shorter times,

DTSCUSSION

widely disparate resulrs regarding the effects of neonatal capsaicin on cGRp in the

dorsal horn of the spinal cord as determined by immunohistochemical staining or

¡adioimmunoassay (5,11,31) were obtained from rats injected with similar doses of

capsaicin. The present qualitative study, which employed the same capsaicin dosage as

used in these earlier reports, demonstrates that there is a substantially lower density of

CGRP-IR elements in the dorsal hom of capsaicin-treated compared with control

animals. In this regard, our data agrees with the report of Skofitsch and racobowitz (31).

The reasors for the differences between our results and those of some others is not clear

although strain of animals used and their age after capsaicin treatment may have been

contributing factors in some cases. with respect to the cGRp-IR fibers remaining in the

dorsal hom following neonatal capsaicin treatment, previous findings that the dosage of

capsaicin treatment used here caused up to 90vo deplelion of unmyelinated primary

afferent fibers in dorsal roots with a minimal effect on myelinated aff ercnts (22,24)

coupled with obsewations that virtually all cGRp in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord is

of primary afferent origin (2,10) suggest that the remaining ccRp is localized to the

central termination of myelinated primary afferent fibers. such fibers appear to be

concentrated in lamina I, the dorsal portion of lamina II, and in fiber bundles penetrathg

to deeper layers. However, we can only tentatively conclude that this represents the

distribution of cGRP-positive myelinated afferents in nomal animals since an

anatomical reanangement (21,25) ot an altered production of cGRp in fibers surviving



neonatal capsâicin tfeatment calìnot be excluded.

The occumence of GGRP iî DRG and its colocalization with various other peptidas

has been previously de,scribed in a numbe¡ of species (g,10,13,14,1g,31). In rabbit DRG,

the localization of CGRP i¡ relation to FRAp has also been examined and these have

been determined to be p¡esent largely in separate neurons (2g). Although a detailed

study of the relatiorship between GGRP and FRAp has not been reported in rat, the lack

of coexistence of FRAP with this widely occurring peptide in sensory neurons would

strengthen the postulated classification of primary afferents into peptide and non-peptide

subgroups as may be represented by CGRp and FRAp, resp€ctively (12). This

classification system was based largely on earlier observatio¡s that DRG neuronal

populations containing FRAP are separate from those containing substance p or

somatostatin (4,23) and that substance p- and FRAp-containing primary afferents have

somewhat different distributions in the dorsal horn (23). However, FRAp has been

observed to coexist almost entirely with another peptide found in DRG, namely, arginine

vasopressin (15). In addition, there are some indications that there may be a very small

degree of coexistence between FRAp and substance p (4,6). with regard to FRAp and

cGRP, some possibility for their coexistence is provided by estimates that FRAp is

contained within up To 70Vo of small DRG neurons (ó,7,15,2g) and CGRp within

approximately 5o% of all small cells (14). Moreover, it has been suggested that FRAp

and cGRP may coexist in primary sensory fibers of the greater splanchnic nerve (19) and

in both rabbit and rat lumbar DRG the occasional cell containing both Ft{Ap and cGRp

has been previously obsewed (28,29). our results show that there is indeed a substantial

population of primary afferent neurons that contain both a peptide (cGRp) and FRAp.

staining fo¡ FRAP was observed n i0% or cGRp positive nevons (44vo of cGRp-

positive small and medium size neurons) whtle 50vo of the neurons containing FRAp

displayed GGRP immunoreactivity. ff the previous estimate that 5oro of all small and
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medium DRG cells contåin CGRP (14) is applicable to our data, then 22vo of all small

and medium cells in lumbar DRG contain both CGRp and FRAP.

our fi-trding that GGRP and FRAP have an overlapping distribution il the dorsal horn

is consistent with their colocalization in DRG particularly since both of these markers

within the dorsal hom are thought to be contained entirely within primary afferents.

Further support fot the zuggestion that FRAP staining is totally encompassed within the

CGRP-IR layer in the dorsal hom is provided by observatiors that FRAp is present

within the intermediate third of lamina rr (3,23,26) and cGRp-immunoreactivity within

lamina I, tr (19'31,33) and the superficial pottion of lamina m (10). our results suggest

that there are not two wholly separate subclasses of peptide and non-peptide primary

afferent neurons at least on the basis of non-peptide neurons defined as those containing

FRAP, Inasmuch as FRAP, sP and somatostatin are present within largely separate

populations of DRG neurons (23) and sP has been found il many cGRp-positive DRG

cells (8,10,14,18'31,33), our results further suggest the exisrence of three largely separate

populations of primary sensory DRG neurons, namely, those which contain either cGRp

plus FRAP, GGRP plus sP, or GGRP plus somatostatin. The relationship of these

populations to the tra¡smission of sensory modalities and the peripheral effector

functions of sensofy neurons remaiis to be detemined,
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FIGURELEGENDS

Figure 1. Photomicrographs showing cGRP-immunoreactivity in transverse sections of

the lumbar dorsal hom from control (A) and capsaicin-treated rats (B). (A) In conftol

material, intense staining is present within Lissauer's tract (anowhead) and in lamina I, II
and the dorsal portion of lamina III (small anows). Bundles of fibets are seen extending

ventromedially across lamina tr! IV and v (large anow) and in the dorsolateral

funiculus. (B) Depletion of staining is seen throughout lamina II and the dorsolateral

funiculus. Remaining superficial fibers are concentrated in a narrow band within lamina

I and the outer portion of lamina II. The numbe¡ of cGRp-lR fibers in the intermediate

dorsal horn is also reduced. Magnifìcations: A,B, X 215.

Figure 2. Photomicrographs showing CGRP-IR fîbers in horizontal sections through

lamina I (A'B) and tr (c,D) of the dorsal hom from control (A,c) and capsaicin-treated

animals (B,D)' Note the intensely stained fiber plexus (anows) in lamina I of control

material (A) and its absence after capsaicin treatment (B). In lamina tr of the dorsal horn,

the number and intersity of rostrocaudally oriented cGRp-IR fibers seen in controls (c)

are largely eliminated after capsaicin neatment (D). Magnifications: A,B,C,D, X 230.

Figure 3. Photomicrographs showing CGRP-IR and FRAp-positive neurons in the same

section of lumbar dorsal root ganglion. The section was stained for CGRp by

immunofluorescence (A), photographed and then stained histochemically for FRAP (B).

Arrows indicate examples of cells containing both CGRP and FRAp. Arrowheads

indicate conesponding small cells containing either CGRp or FRAp but not both.

Magnifications: A,B, X 130.



Figure 4. Photomicrographs of transverse sections through the do¡sal hom of the spinal

cord showing the comparative dist¡ibution of cGRp-immunoreactivity and FRAP

reaction product. (dB) The same section reacted first for cGRp by immunofluorescence

(A), photographed and then stained histochemically for FRAP (B). (C,D) CGRp_ and

FRAP-staining in the same area of the dorsal hom indicated between the affows i¡ A and

B. (E'F) The same section srained flrst for cGRp (D) and then for FRAp (E) followed by

photography of both GGRP immunofluorescence and the FRAp reaction product. (G,H)

GGRP- and FRAP-staining in the same area of the dorsal hom as indicated between the

anows in E and F. Note the overlap between the FRAp reaction product and the venfal

portion of CGRP immunofluorescence. Magnifìcations: A,B,C,D, X 170; E,F,G,H, X

335.
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Part V

cytochrome oxidase immunohistochemistry in rat brain and dorsal root ganglia:

visualization of enzyme in neuronal perikarya and in parvalbumin-positive neurons
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Abstract--Histochemical detection of cytochrome oxidase activity has been widely used

to deduce patterìs of neuronal electrical activity in the cNS. Here we ilvestigated the

utility of cytochrome oxidase localization by immunohistochemistry and compared

immunostaining with histochemical staining pattems in dorsal root ganglia. In addition,

a limited suwey of cytochrome oxidase immunostaining density within what are thought

to be highly active parvalbumin-immunoreactive neurons was conducted. The

immunohistochemical approach produced granular cytoplasmic immunolabelling in

neuronal cell bodies and allowed identification of individual labelled cells in all brain

regions including those within dense immunoreactive networks of neuropil. Neuronal

somata exhibited a wide range of staining densities which were particularly evident in the

hippocampus and dorsal root ganglia. The distribution of neurons intensely

immunoreactive for cytochrome oxidase within various structures was consistent with

previous histochemical descriptions of enzyme activity. Densitometric measurements of

immunohistochemical reaction product in individual neurons of hippocampus, substantia

nigra, cerebellum and dorsal root ganglia showed that the rate of product deposition was

linear with time under conditions chosen for comparisons of staining derrsity.

Quantitative analysis of cytochrome oxidase immunohistochemical and histochemical

staining densities within the same cells in adjacent sections of dorsal root ganglion gave a

conelation coefficient of r=0.75 (p <0.001). IIl sections processed

immunohistochemically for both c¡ochrome oxidase and parvalbumin, most but not all

pawalbumin-containing cells displayed derse cytochrome oxidase immunolabelling.

conversely, many examples we¡e found of neurons that were densely stained for

cytochrome oxidase, but lacked parvalbumin.

Immunohistochemistry for cytochrome oxidase reveals the enzyme in neuronal cell

bodies with a clarity not ùsually seen with the histochemical method. combination of

this immunohistochemical approach with simultaneous immunolabelling of other



neutonal markers, as shown here in the case of parvalbumin, is expected to assist the

elucidation of patterns of activity in neurochemically identifTed cell types and

anatomically defined neural systems.



A number of anatomical approaches have been developed to study normal or

experimentally altered patterns of electrical activity in neurons. These include

autoradiographic localization of radiolabelled 2'-deoxyglucose upøke (3?) and

immunohistochemical visualization of c-fos protooncogene induction (21,34) which

detect sho¡t-term patterns of neuronal activity and histochemical determination of

cytochrome oxidase (co) activity which reveals long-term patterns of activity (49). The

latter method is based on the premise that co activity in the mitochondrial oxidative

pathway parallels cellular energy demands for ATp and that maintenance of ionic

gradients across plasma membranes represents a significant energy expenditure in

neurons (29,36). Rather indirect support for the view that densities of histochemical

staining for CO in neurons reflects their average level of electrical activity includes such

corsiderations as the source, strength and placement of their synaptic input

(13,25,42,48). Further support is provided by observations that the co staining intensity

of certain neuronal populations within structures such as the lateral geniculate nucleus,

hippocampus, reticular thalamic nucleus and substantia nigra appears to conespond to

their spontaneous fring rates (see 24,43,49). stronger evidence for a close coupling

between co and neuronal activity originates from studies showing changes in co
histochemical stâining densities in resporse to experimental manipulations which alter

neuronal activity. For example, deffeases in co staining intensity have been observed in

the lateral geniculate nucleus and visual cortex after intravitreal injection of tetrodotoxin

or enucleation (45,47), and in the ventral cochlear nucleus, trapezoid body, inferior

colliculus and seve¡al other âuditory relay nuclei following blockade of auditory stimuli

(44)' Increases in staining density have been obsewed in myenteric ganglia after

depolarization with veratridine (31) and in auditory relay nuclei after chronic electrical

stimulation of the cochlear nerwe (46).

Despite the ease, reliability and widespread use of co histochemistry, this method

has not been extensively applied to studies of co activity in neurons identified according
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to their morphological or transmitter characteristics. such studies may have been

ímp.d"d by the diffïculty of visuatzing co reaction product in neurons embedded in

regions of densely stained neuropil and, in some instances, by the incompatibility of

technical conditio¡rs used for co histochemistry and those used fo¡

immunohistochemical localization of other substances. Information regarding relative

co content of morphologically or chemically homogeneous neuronal populations could

be of value in establishing relatiorships between their anatomical connections and overall

level of activity. one widely distribute.d population of neurons suggested to be

homogeneous with respect to properties that allow high frequencies of fring contains the

calcium binding proteil parvalbumir (pv). That the presenc€ of pv is in fact one of

these propeties is suggested by the known role of calcium in regulating neuronal

excitability (30,32), the proposed tole of pv in buffering intracellular free calcium

(9'19'39) and the expression of pv in neutons that are generally corsidered to be highly

active or those that exhibit high frequency bursts of activity (3,4,g,2i.).

In order to extend the use of co as an indicator of metabolic and electrical activity in

neurons' the present study was undertaken to determixe the utility of an

immunohistochemical approach to enzyme localization and to investigate whether

relative quantities of immunohistochemically detected co protein correspond to the

distribution of co activity demonstrated by histochemistry. In addition, a general survey

of co immunostaining intensities in pv-containing neurons was conducted in sectiors

simultaneously immunolabelled fo¡ both CO and pV.



METEODS

Tissue Preparation

Adult, male sprague-Dawley rats weighing 250-360 g were anesthetized with chloral

hydrate and perfused transcardially with cold (4oc) o,gyo saline containing 0.1% sodium

nitrite and 100 units/100 ml of heparin followed by cold (4oc) freshly prepared fixative

corsisting of 4vo paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7,4. Some

animals were perfused with fixative consisting of 4vo pataformaldehyde and o.16% picnc

acid in 0'1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 2.4. Brairs and L5 dorsal root ganglia were

removed and postfixed in cold fixative for 2-24 h¡ for brain tissue and overnight for

ganglia. The tissue was then transferred into cryoprotectant solutiors consisting of either

25vo suctose and Tovo glycerol in 0.05 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) or lsvo

suqose in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for sliding microtome or cryostat

sectionfurg, respectively. All tissues were cut at thickness of 7- 10 ¡rm.

CO I¡nmunohistochemistry

sections were incubated for 40-72 hr with a previously characterized rabbit

polyclonal antibody against whole co (10,16,17), with the polyclonal antibody

preadsorbed with purified beef heart co, or with preimmune serum on immunoblots the

polyclonal antibody was found to react with all of the subunits of rat brain and hea¡t

mitochondrial co (unpublished obsewations). Antibody dilutiors ranged from l:500 to

1:4000 in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffered o.97o saßne (pBS, pH 7.4) conrat'ung lvo

BSA alone or 1% BSA wíth 0.3%,0.6% or r% Tnton X-100. optimum results were

obtained with primary anribody dilutiors of 1:500 in 0.3% Triton X-100. Following the

primary incubation, sections were washed for 40 min in pBS containing 0.3% Triton X-

100 (PBS-T), incubated for 2 h¡ in secondary incubation medium consisting of goat anti-
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rabbit IgG (stemberger-Meyer) diluted 1:20 in pBS-T with rro BSA (pBS-T/BSA) and

again washed for 40 min in PBS-T. The tissue was then incubated in rabbit pAp

(stemberger-Meyer) diluted l:l0o in pBS-T/BSA for 2 hr followed by a 20 min wash fur

PBS-T and a further 20 min wash in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4. The sections were

then reacted in 50 mM T¡is-buffer containing 0.005% hydrogen peroxide and 0.02To

diaminobenzidine (DAB), washed in 50 mM Tris for 40 min, mounted onto slides from

gelatin-alcohol, dehydrated and coverslipped with permount.

CO Histochemistry

clochrome oxidase histochemistry was conducted as previously described (7)

following a slight modifïcation of the method of wong-Riley (45). In brief, sectiors

were incubated for 4-6 hr in the dark at 3zoc in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4,

containing 0.03% cytocfuome c (sigma, type ltr), 0.025% diaminobenzidine (DAB) and

4% sucrose' Following the reaction, sections were washed for 20 min in 0.1 M sodium

phosphate buffer, pH 7 .4, and coverslipped with 3: l glycerol/water.

Densitometric Measurements

Densitometric measurements of individual cells following both histochemical and

immunohistochemical co reactions were used to demonstrate the linearity of DAB

reaction product deposition with time, This allowed a statistical correlation analysis

between the densities obtained with the histochemical and immunocytochemical

methods. Quantitation of reaction product densities within cells was undertaken with an

Amersham RAs-1000 image analysis system linked by a video camera to a Nikon

optiphot miqoscope. Before each session of quantitation, the microscope illumination

and camera gain control were adjusted to encompass the optimal range of gray scales
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detected by the camera. Tra¡sient fluctuations in illumination intensity were corrected

by digitizilg a blank area of a slide adjacent to reacted tissue and subtracting its density

from all subsequent measurements. optical density scales and linear dimersions were

calibrated at the objective magnifìcations routinely employed for tissue visualization.

Digitize.d images were captured and stored on either 1.2 megab¡e floppy disks or

directly onto hard disk prior to selection and analysis of cells in the digitized fïelds.

optical densities and areas of individual cells were obtained by maneuvering a cursor

around the perimeter of a cell. Nuclei were excluded from the density measutements of

all cells taken for co histochemical/immunohistochemical conelation analyses. whole

cell measurements including the nucleus were taken for tests of the linearity of reaction

such that repeated digitization of the same cell gave a constant relative contribution of

density within the nucleus and cytoplasm in each image. small cells were selected for

analysis from a magnified a¡ea of the digitized image to enable accurate determination of

cellular boundaries.

Immunoreaction Linearity

Determination of co immunohistochemical DAB reaction linearity with time was

undertaken usilg sections that were processed up to the DAr| reaction step as outlined

above. The slides were then transferred to the mic¡oscope stage of the image analysis

system and the sections were covered with 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4. An arca

within the section containing many cells was then selected for an initial time zero dersity

measurement. The Tris-buffer was then replaced with DAB solution and the progress of

the reaction was monitored by digitization of the same area every 30 seconds for pedods

of up to 30 min. During this time the DAB solution was replenished every 4 min. An

average of 15 cells per image, stored on floppy disks, were later randomly selected for

analysis of optical density in each cell over the duration of the reaction.



CO immunohistochemistry-CO histochemistry correlation

Neurons in DRG were chosen for comparisons of the localization and density of co
immunohistochemical and histochemical reaction product for several reasons. First,

DRG cell populatiors exhibit higtily heterogeneous levels of histochemically detected

co thus allowing more stringent tests of conespondence with immunohistochemical

detection. Second, the absence of neuropil pennits unobstructed visualization of staining

intensities within cell bodies and accurate quantitation of staining densities. And third,

histochemical deposition of co reaction product in DRG cells has been previously

demonstrated to be linear under the conditions employed in the present study (7).

Adjacent cryostat sections (7 ¡rm) of DRG were collected on separate slides and one

section of each pair was processed for co immunohistochemistry and the other for co
histochemistry. Images of the same field withi¡ adjacent sections were recorded on

computer and the optical densities of conesponding cells within these fields were

determined. Photographs of adjacent sectiors were used to aid the identification of

corresponding cells in each pair of sections. cells which differed extersively in size or

which appeared to have undergone processing damage were excluded from analysis.

statistical analysis of the conelation between densities obtained with histochemical and

immunohistochemical methods was performed with the aid of a stata (The computing

Resource Center, California) statistics package.

Simultaneous f¡nmunohistochemistry for CO and pV

sections of brain o¡ DRG were processed fìrst for co immunohistochemistry as

outlined above and then incubated for 40-i2 hr at 4oc with a previously characterized

rabbit polyclonal antibody agairst PV diluted 1:500 in pBs-TÆsA (33). Following the



primary incubation the sections were washed for 40 min in pBS solution containing 0.3%

Triton x-1@ and incubated for 2 h¡ at room temp€rature with fluoresceir isothiocyanate-

conjugated donkey anti-rabbit Igc (Amersham) diluted 1:20 in PBS_T/BSA. The

sections were then coverslipped with anti-fade medium (40) and photographed.

Although antisera agairst PV and co were produced in the same species, cross-reactiors

between the various antibodies involved in the sequential doubleJabelling procedure was

ptevented by deposition of DAB precipitate and blockade of the series of antibodies used

initially to vizualize co. while this precipitate also largely obscured visualization of

PV-immunofluorescence il the cytoplasm, the presence of pV in the nucleus of pv-IR

neurons and the absence of nuclear co permitted visualization of pv in cells cut through

the nucleus even when they contained derse cytoplasmic staining for co, However, in

ordsr to aid visualization of PV-immunofluorescence, the concentration of anti-co

antisera was reduced to 1:1000; this together with glycerol coverslipping rather than

dehydration of sections led to a less than optimal appeaÍance of co-immunostaining but

ptoduced relative density distributiors similar to that seen under optimal conditions.

Given the availability of antisera from different species for co and another substance

to be localized, it would have been equally possible to react sections frst fo¡ a substance

by fluorescence, photograph the section and then process for co by the pAp-method.

RESULTS

General observations

under optimal conditiors qualitative pattems of immunohistochemical staining for

co were found to be reproducible between animals. under suboptimal conditions,

reaction product in lightly stained cells approached background levels resulting in a loss

of the overall heterogeneity of staining densities. The quality of staining was dependent
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to vadous degrees on fixation and post-fixation conditions as well as on primary

antibody and detergent concentrations in the antibody incubation media. Tissue fìxed

with 47o paraformaldehyde and postfìxed irr this same fixative for 2-6 h¡ exhibited what

was considered to be optimal staining of neuronal cell bodies. Tissue fixed with 4%

paraformaldehyde containing 0.l6vo picnc acid and post-fixed for 2-24 hr gave increased

intensities of stainixg in ateas of neuropil compared with that seen within cell bodie,s. An

antiMy dilution of 1:5@ produced robust staining arrd as the antibody was stepwise

diluted to l:4000, only cell groups most intensely stained at 1:5ffi were visible. sectiors

incubated ir medium containing o.3vo Tnton X-100 displayed consistent staining

pattems i¡ all brain regions examined. Higher concenttatiors of Triton X-100 (0.6 and

1'07o) noticeably reduced staining density and omission of rriton X-100 gave

remarkably low levels of staining. No immunohistochemical staining was obtained with

antiMy preadsorbed with purified co and only light background staining was seen with

preimmune serum at dilutions of l:500.

Irnmuno-peroxidase Reaction Linearity

Tests of the linearity of immunoperoxidase reaction product deposition (Fig. 1) were

conducted on co-immunostained sectiors of DRG similar to those shown ilr Fig. 2A,,c,E

and in fields of hippocampal, nigral and cerebellar sections similar to those shown in Fig.

4. The progress of the reaction is shown for 5 cells in sectio¡s of DRG and 2 cells in

each of the other a¡eas. However, similar results were obtained from density

measurements of a total of 105 cells in DRG, 30 cells in hippocampus, 30 cells in

substantia nigra pars reticulata and 45 Purkinje cells in cerebellum. Repeated optical

density measurements within individual cells i¡ each of these regions indicated that the

rate of DAB deposition in cells exhibiting different staining densities was linear with

time for up to about 10 min after which it began to plateau. A standard reaction time of
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8 min was chosen based on these results. The failure of linear portioß of the curves to

intersect the origin may be related to our use of Tris-buffer to set background levels and

the replacement of this solution with the Tris-HCl buffer DAB-H2O2 mixture which may

have exhibited some slight absorbance.

Dorsal Root Ganglia

sections of DRG reacted by either histochemistry or immunohistochemistry for co
are shown in Fig. 2. Immunostained neurons exhibited a ,¡¡ide range of staining

intersities and were classifîed as dense, moderate or light (Fig. 2A,c,E). Densely stained

cells represented a minority of the neuronal population and included large type A and

less often small type B cells. The majority of both type A and B cells displayed staining

in the moderate to light range. Immunoreaction product had a granurar appearance (Fig.

2c'E) and was uniformly distributed within the somal cytoplasm of most cells except on

tare occasiors where it tended to aggregate at one pole of the cell body (Fig. 2E). No

reaction product was observed in the nucleus and very little was seen in fìbers coursing

through the section. In DRG sections processed by co histochemistry (Fig. 2B,D,F),

cells exhibited what appeared to be a nanower range of staining densities than seen

immunohistochemically. Densely stained cells were mainly large type A neurons and the

majority of the remaining cells were moderately or lightly stained. The appearance of

staining within cell bodies was generally diffuse with some granularity and in most

neurons was uniformly distributed throughout the cytoplasm (Fig. 2D,F). Accumulation

of co reaction product in subregions of the cytoplasm (Fig. 2D) \ryas seen more often by

histochemistry than by immunohistochemistry, but this may have been due to the greater

staining derrsity ptoduced by the latter method and, consequently, failure to visualize

such accumulation,



In visual comparisons of staining within the same cells in adjacent sections, the

different range of densities given by the two procedures was such that in
immunohistochemically processed sections maximally stained cells exhibited greater

staining dersities than their counterparts in the adjacent histochemically proc€ssed

sections. with this consideration in mind, a conespondence of immunohistochemical

and histochemical staining dersities was found within many large typ€ A neurons (Fig.

2). comparison of densities within small neurons was more difficult due to the lower

frequency with which the same neuron appeared in adjacent sections, but examples of

correspondence were found (Fig. 2E,F). In order to facilitate reference to staining

pattems for co by the two methods, cells densely stained by immunohistochemistry and

histochemistry will be refened to as co-immunoderse and co-histodense, respectively.

From counts of 190 neurons that exhibited dense staining by either method iri a jacent

sections, it was judged that 92vo of co-histodense neurons were also immunodense and

76% of the immunoderse neurons were histoderse. counts were conducted of what

were designated the densely stained populations as these could be readily distinguished

fiom the more lightly stained populations.

Quantitative comparisons of co immunohistochemical and histochemical staining

densities in the same neurons in adjacent sections are shown in Fig. 3. Linear regression

analysis of a total of 89 cells plotted in Fig. 3A revealed a conelation coefficient of

r=0.75 (p<0.001). An attempt was made to exclude the possibility that some c€lls,

particularly those of small sizes, may not span the full thickness of the z pm sections

employed thereby giving enoneously low levels of staining density in conesponding

cells. To this end, 25vo of paits of conesponding cells that had the greatest difference in

cross sectional area il adjacent sections were eliminated from the comelation analysis

(Fig. 3B). This maneuver made a negligible difference in the correlation obtained

(r=0.79; p<0.001).



CO-immunolabelling in Brain

A detailed descdption of co-immunolabelling pattems throughout the brai¡ is

beyond the scope of the present report, but a summary of our observations il various

regions are as follows. The appearance of co immunostaining within neurons in brain

was similar to that desc¡ibed in DRG; the staining had a granular appearanc€ and was

localized in somal cytoplasm. In cerebral cortex (not shown), co staining was

heterogeneous among areas as well as between lamina, The most interse co-
immunoreactivity was seen in subpopulations of neutons in all layers of the cingulate

cortex except layer 1, In other co¡tical ateas immunodense neuroff; were observed in

layers II to vI and those in layer v were most heavily labelled. In the hippocampus (Fig.

4A) immunodense neurons were scattered mainly in the stratum pyramidale and stratum

oriens, Immunoreactive processes emerging from some somata in these layers could be

followed for distances of up to 300 pm. The majority of neurons in the pyramidal cell

layer exhibited moderate staining. In the dentate gyrus immunodense cell bodies were

located predominantly in the hilus and less so il the granule cell layer. In the basal

ganglia, the globus pallidus and substantia nigra pars reticulatâ (Fig. aB) contained many

large intensely stained neurons and some immunoreactive neuropil, and the striatum

displayed a greater degree of neuropil staining than seen in most other brain regions and

only a few moderately stained cells per section. In the cerebellum, moderate staining

was seen in Purkinje cells and dense staining was seen in some intemeurons (Fig. ac).

Examples of other regions containi-ng intensely stained neurors i¡cluded the red nucleus,

ventral cochlear nucleus, nucleus of lateral lemniscus and the pontine nucleìrs.



CO-immunoreactivity in PV-positive Neurons

Relationships between co-immunodense neurons and those immunoreactive for pV

in DRG and some brain regions are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Neurons wete

designated as co-immunoderse by comparing staining dersities among cells within

and/or between brain regions. Analyses .',vere restricted to those neurons with a clearly

visible nucleus that contained PV or displayed dense co immunostaining. A small

perc€ntage of cells that may have been pV-positive, but exhibited very weak

immunofluorescence were excluded from analyses. Figure 5 shows sections of DRG

processed flrst by PAP for detection of co and subsequently by immunofluorescence for

visualization of PV. In PAP reacred sections (Fig. 5A) illuminated for fluorescence

observatiors (Fig. 5B), the intensity of nuclear pV-immunofluorescence varied, but was

sufficiently bright to permit unambiguous identifîcation of pV-positive neurons. In

control procedures where one of a pair of adjacent sectiors was processed for both co
and PV and the other for PV alone, all PV-IR cells identified in the latter section (Fig.

5E) displayed nuclear fluorescence in the former when cut through their nuclei (Fig. 5D)

showing that the PAP procedure for co (Fig. 5c) does not interfere with pv-

immunofluorescence in the nucleus. In the cytoplasm of co-immunodense cells (Fig.

5c), fluorescence was largely obscured (Fig. 5D) but could be observed between

granules of DAB precipitate at higher magnifîcation (Fig. 5F,G). In sections processed

for both co and PV but with omission of antibody against pv, no fluorescent staining

was obsewed (not shown) indicating lack of crossreaction between the set of antibodies

used to visualize PV and those used to visualize co. As we have previously shown (5),

about 14vo of cells in DRG are PV-IR and the vast majority of these are large type A

cells. A proportion of both large and small cell types appeared to be intensely

immunostained for co and visual irrspection of 205 DRG cells showed rhat 93To of py-

IR neurors were co-immunodense and 70vo of ttnnunodense neurons cont¿ined pv.



h brain co-immunostaining density was assessed in certain populations of pv-IR

neurons (Fig. ó,7) which overall were seen to be distributed in pattems similar to those

previously described (8,12,14,18,20). From an irspection of 473 cells in cerebral cortex

(Fig. 6A,8) it was found that TOTo of pV-IR cells in layers II to IV were CO_

immunodense md 83% of co-immunodense neurons contained pV. In layers v and vI,
60vo of PV-IR cells were co-immunodense and 43vo of co-immunoderse cells

contained PV. From an analysis of 356 hippocampal neurors it was found thar go% of

PV-IR cells in the cA3 region (Fig. óc-F) were co-immunodense and 30zo of co-
immunodense neurons were PV-positive. In the cAl region (Fig. 6G,H) 93To of the pv-

IR neurons were Co-immunodense and 66vo of co- immunodense cells were

immunoreactive for PV. In the dentate gyrus 90vo of pV- IR cells were co-
immunodense and Tovo of co-immunodense cells contailed pv. From counts of 133

cells in the substantia nigra pars reticulata (Fig. 7dB), alt pv-IR cells were co-
immunodense a¡d 89vo of co-immunodense neurorrs contained pv. In globus pallidus

all PV-containing cells were co-immunodense (Fig. 7c,D) and virtually all co-
immunodense cells contained PV. In the striatum most pv-IR neurons exhibited

relatively light co-immunostaining (Fig. 7E,F). kr the reticular thalamic nucleus all pv-

IR cells exhibited dense staining for co and in cerebellum pv-IR purkinje cells were

moderately immunostained.

DISCUSSION

The present results show the feasibility of an immunohistochemical approach to the

detection of co in neurons and demonst¡ate the application of this approach to

investigations of relationships between the neurochemical characteristics of cells and

their co content, our results are consistent with recent reports by Hevner and wong-



Riley (20a) and Luo et al. (29a) who have also detected CO in the CNS by

immmunohistochemistry and have shown a correspondence between

immunohistochemical and histochemical staining pattems, although it was noted by these

autho¡s that neuronal cell bodies were sometimes more intensely labelled by the former

than the latter method (20a). The overall higher level of neuropil immunolabelling

obtaired by Hevner and wong-Riley (2oa) than found here may be due to their use of a 4

to 6 hr immersion fixation of tissues which is consistent with our observation that weaker

fixation produced heavier neuropil labelling.

In need of consideration are several technical factors related to the validity of

qualitative or quantitative comparisons of co immunohistochemical staining densities

among cells as well as to the reliability with which immunolocalization of co reflects

either i¡l vivo co enzyme activity or that visualized histochemically. The fïrst concerns

the standard practice of insuring that staining density comparisons are made in tissue

sections where the rate of reaction product deposition is linear with time over the full

range of densities encountered (1). In the case of protocols involving deposition of DÀB

polymer, linearity is a particularly important issue in view of previous observations that

accumulation of this reaction product at o¡ near the site of its formation can potentially

result in inactivation of the reaction process (38). This may lead to satu¡ation of DAB

deposition in cells with high levels of co when, at sirnilar reaction times, the deposition

continues to proceed linearly in cells with low co levels. we have previously shown

that the conditions used here for histochemical localization of co in individual cells of

DRG led to a linear rate of product deposition with time (7), and now show that

conditions can be chosen to produce similar linearity for co detection by

immunohistochemistry in individual cells of DRG and several brain regions, thus

allowing assessment of the relative cellular content of the enzyme. It should be noted

that the time period over which the peroxidase reaction is linear depends on the antibody
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concentration in the primary incubation and therefore must be determined for each new

antibody preparation.

A second concern is whether total enzyme content as reflected by immunostaining

density necessarily parallels co activity. This point wâÍants attention in view of

evidence that co activity may not only be regulated by enzyme production, but also by

other equally important mechanisms involving activation of the enzyme (2,15,22).

Moreover, since co is a complex protein consisting of many subunits (11,23), results

obtained by immunohistochemistry may be highly dependent on the relative

representation of the specific subunits against which particular anti-co antibody

preparations are directed. Particular subunits may be present in a disassembled (41), but

immunohistochemically detectable form either in the c¡oplasm or within mitochondria.

Finally, tissue preparation conditio¡rs may differentially affect the stability of portions of

the enzyme necessary for catalytic activity and those that serve as antibody epitopes thus

leading to possible disqepancies between staining densities produced by histochemical

and immunohistochemical methods. Notwithstanding these potential sources of

ambiguity, and despite variabilities inherent iî extracting densitometric data from

adjacent tissue sectiors processed by what sometimes can be capricious anatomical

methods, we did obtain in individual cells of DRG a reasonably high correlation between

the staining densities produced by histochemical and immunohistochemical detection of

co. Moreover, in various brain regions examined the densities of co-immunoreactivity

in neuronal cell bodies was qualitatively sirnilar to previously reported co staining

patterns derived histochemically (13,24,43). This further suggests that immunostaining

dersity is a valid indicator of at least perikaryal enrymatic activity; we have not yet

completed a thorough analysis of tissues reacted optimally for demonstrating neuropil

immunoreactivity. Some of the complications involving co subunit structure may have

been minimized by our use of a polyclonal antibody and its production agairrst the



holoenzyme. However, it should be noted that despite the close correspondence between

histochemical and immunohistochemical staining density, some small type B DRG cells

appeared to display interse co-immunoreactivity without correspondingly high

histochemical enzyme activity. Since immunohistochemical staining density was

generally much more robust, this discrepancy may be more apparent than real. on the

other hand, positive identification of the same small cells in adjacent sections occurs less

frequently than that of large cells and for this reason we canîot rule out the possibility

that small cells were under-represented in our conelation analysis and consequently that

a subpopulation of these cells contain some form of CO with low activity.

Two advantages offered by co-immunohistochemistry over histochemistry are

noteworthy. The first is that unlike the histochemical technique where label is found

largely in neuropil, immunohistochemical fixation conditio¡rs can be chosen to produce

immunolabelüng predominantly of neuronal somata thus allowing identification of

neutons which are normally obscured in histodense neuropil. weak immunolabelling of

neuropil after relatively strong tissue fixation is likely due to differential penetration rates

of large molecular weight inmunoreagents into cell soma compared with their processes,

whereas the smaller histochemical reagents appear to penetrate into somata and processes

equally well. TTre second is the compatibility of co-immunohistochemistry with the

inclusion of Triton X-10o in the incubation medium. Treatment with Triton X-l@ may

disrupt co (35) and reduce histochemically detectable activity (6). F¡om our experience

this has been a considerable obstacle in colocalization studies of co with other

substances which require Triton X-100 for optimal immunohistochemical visualization.



Neuronal PV and CO Content

Parvalbumin is a calcium binding protein that, among other possible roles, has been

proposed to contribute to calcium buffering il neurons which have characteristically high

firing rates (for review see 9,19,20). This proposal is supported by several lines of

evidence. In zebra fìnch the distribution of pv in auditory, visual and vocal motor

systems rras found to parallel that of derse histochemical staining for co in these

regiors. In some of these systems neurons also exhibited high basal rates of 2-

deoxyglucose uptake (3,4). In mammals evidence suggesting a relationship between

neuronal expression of PV and flring capacity includes the presence of pV in many

GABAergic systems that are highly electrically active (9,28,39) and the observation that

kindlhg via stimulation of the schaffer/commissural fiber system increases the number

of PV-IR neurons in the hippocampus (26). More direct evidence has been obtained in

rat hippocampus where intracellular recordings of pv-IR neurons demonstrated that they

belong to the fast spiking class of hippocampal intemeurons (27). Insofar as firing rates

of PV-IR neurons may be indicated by their co content, the present results are consistent

with these findings in hippocampus and demonstrate that most pv-IR neurons are co-
immunodense in many regions of the brain including cortex, reticular thalamic nucleus,

globus pallidus, and substantia nigra. Moreover, the finding that a high percentage of

PV-containing neurons in DRG are co-immunodense is corsistent with our previous

study in which histochemistry for co was used to demonstrate high co activity in pv-

IR DRG neurons (6). Exceptions, however, were found as in the case of the cerebellum

where PV-IR Purkinje cells were moderately co-immunostained and the striatum where

only a few PV-IR neurons were moderately stained and most had relatively light co
immunostaining. In addition, several structures contained some proportion of pv-IR

neurons that were clearly not among those most densely stained for co. The role of pV

in ca+2 buffering and its requirement in fast-spiking neurons remains uncertain, but has



been zuggested to be related to prevention of activation of ca+2 gated K+ charurels

thereby decreashg the duration or amplitude of afterhyperpolarization and the length of

the refractory period (9). our results indicate that while most pv-IR neurons have high

levels of co and therefore high electrical activity, it appears that high co content is not

a prerequisite for other electrical prop€rties, such as fast-spiking capability, that may be

endowed by PV.

Conclusions

Çytochrome oxidase immunohistochemistry, which combines the high resolution

of immunolabelling methods with the previously demonstrated reliability of monitoring

metabolic requirements by the histochemical method is a potentially powerful means of

studying pattems of neuronal activity. The improved visualization of neuronal somata

and the ability to colocalize co with substances by double immunohistochemical

labelling methods will enable determination of relative co content in biochemically

defi¡red cell populations. whether immunostaining pattems can be altered following the

kind of experimental manipulations that have been shown to produce changes in

histochemical stâining pattems remains to be determined.
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FIGURELEGENDS

Fig. 1' Relationship between immunohistochemical reaction product deposition and

reaction time in sections of DRG and b¡ai¡ processed for co immunohistochemistry by

the PAP method. The points on each curve represent repeated optical density

measurements in the same neuron and each curve represents an individual neuron in

lumbar DRG (A), hippocampus (B) substantia nigra pars reticulata (c) and cerebellum

(D).

Fig. 2. Photomicrographs of pairs of adjacent sections of lumbar DRG processed

immunohistochemically (A,C,E) or histochemically (B,D,F) for CO. A is adjacenr to B,

C to D, and E to F. Low (A,B) and high (C,D) magnifîcation showing conespondence of

staining iatensities in large cells. conesponding lightly stahed cells are indicated by

anowheads and densely stained cells by arrows il A,B and C,D. (E,F) Higher

magnification showing correspondence of staining intensities in some small cells

(arrows). Magnifications: A,B, X85; C-F, X205.

Fig' 3' conelation between co content and co activity in neurons of adjacent DRG

sections. Each point represents the optical density of a neuron stained histochemically

for co and the optical dersity of the same neurons stained immunohistochemically for

co in adjacent sections. The line through the data points was derived by linear

regression analysis. (A) Data from all of the 89 neurons that were ânalyzed. (B) The

same data as in A but with exclusion of 25% of conesponding neurons in adjacent

sections exhibiting the greatest difference in area.



Fig. 4. Photomicrographs showing immunohistoehemical localization of co in neurons

of hippocampus (A), substantia nigra pars reticulata (B), and cerebellum (C). (AB)

Immunolabelling is seen withi¡ proc€sses of some dersely stained hippocampal and

nigral cells (arrows). (c) Immunoreactivity is seen largely within purkinje cell bodie,s

(arrows) and neurors located in the molecular layer (arrowheads). Abbreviations: sR,

stratum radiatum; sP, stratum pyramidale; So, stratum oriens; GCL, granule cell layer;

PCL, Purkinje cell layer; ML, molecular layer. Magnifications: dB,C X250.

Fig. 5. Photomicrographs showing co- and pv-immunoreactivity in neurons of lumbar

DRG. All sections except that in E were processed fust for co- immunohistochemistry

by PAP and then for PV by immunofluorescence. (A"B) Low magnification of the same

section showing CO-immunolabelling in neuronal cytoplasm (A) and pV_

immunofluorescence in neuronal nuclei (B). Neurons densely stained for co
(anowheads) exhibit PV-IR nuclei (anows). (c,D,E) photomicrographs of the same

section (c,D) showing co-immunolabelling (c) and pv-immunofluorescence (D) and an

adjacent section (E) showing PV- immunofluorescence. Neurons with derue co-
immunostaining (anows in c) exhibit pv-IR nuclei (anows in D) and pv-IR cytoplasm

(anows in E). (F'c) Higher magnificarion showing co-immunolabelling (F) and pv-

immunofluorescence (G) il the same section. Note that faint cytoplasmic pv-

immunofluorescence is evident in densely co-immunostained cells (anows) and that

those cut through the nucleus exhibit pV-IR nuclei (anowheads). Magnifications: A,B,

Xl85; C,D,E, Xl50; F,G, X330.



Fig. 6' Pairs of photomicrographs of the same section showing pv-immunofÏuorescence

(B,D,F,H) and CO-immunostaining (A,C,E,G) in cortex and various regions of the

hippocampus. The sectiors were processed immunohistochemically for CO by pAp and

then for PV by immunofluorescence. (4, B) Cingulate cortex. (C,D) Hippocampal CA3

region. (E,F) Higher magnifîcation of the CA3 region. (G,H) Hippocampal CAl region.

Note that neurons densely stained for co exhibit pv-immunoreactivity (anows).

Magnificatiors: dB, X135; C,D, X70; E,F, Xt45; c,H, X175.

Fig. 7. Pairs of photomicrographs of the same section showing co immunostaining

dersity (A,C,E) in PV-IR neurors (B,D,F) in various structures of the basal ganglia.

(dB) Substantia nigra pars reticulata. (C,D) Globus pallidus. (E,F) Striatum. Note the

relatively light co-immunostaining in pv-IR striatal cells. Anows indicate

corresponding cells in each pair of photomicrographs. Magnifications: A,B, X205; C,D,

Xl30; E,F, Xl25.
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